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Section 2.8:

CONTENTS
COMBINATION – Regulatory Signs

Regulatory signs may be enhanced, without affecting their
legal meaning, by combination with other road traffic signs
such as:
(a) SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE information sign
IN11;

REGULATORY

(b) HIGH VISIBILITY background signs;
(c) flashing yellow signals SS3; OR combinations of
several of these
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Section 2.9:

2.0.21
DE-RESTRICTION Signs

All MANDATORY and CONDITIONAL regulatory signs
impose some form of restriction on some, or all, road
users. A restriction, once applied, normally remains in
force until it is changed. A restriction may be changed by
removal, or DE-RESTRICTION, or by the application of
another different restriction. DE-RESTRICTION is
achieved by displaying the original sign with a RED
CROSS (R)600 superimposed on the face of the sign.
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This option may be used with almost any COMMAND,
PROHIBITION, RESERVATION or COMPREHENSIVE
sign but is most common with the latter. SPEED LIMIT
restrictions shall only be changed by display of a new
SPEED LIMIT sign. In general, the use of the (R)600
element with PROHIBITION signs using a diagonal slash,
is not recommended.
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2.1.1

CHAPTER 2: REGULATORY SIGNS
2.1

INTRODUCTION

2.1.1 General

2.1.2 Types of Regulatory Signs

1

Regulatory signs are used to control the actions of road
users in the sense that road users shall take, or not
take, specific actions as indicated by such signs. Failure
to obey regulatory signs shall be an offence in terms
of various Acts, Ordinances, Regulations or By - laws as
may be in force from time to time.

1

2

Regulatory signs may be used to indicate a general law or
regulation applicable in the interests of safety, such as a
SPEED LIMIT, or in the interests of good traffic order
and efficient road use such as a traffic signal, or a STOP
or YIELD sign. Alternatively a regulatory sign may be
used to indicate a change in the general level of control
existing for road users to a different one. Examples of
applications include NO OVERTAKING, BUS LANE
RESERVATION or PARKING RESERVATION signs.
Regulatory signs may therefore be required as a result
of changes in road geometry or road network
characteristics.

Regulatory
signs
may
be
PERMANENT
or
TEMPORARY. (See Chapter 10- "Glossary of Terms"for further details of PERMANENT and TEMPORARY
signs). In the case of regulatory signs care shall be
taken when specifying TEMPORARY signs. It is a
common feature of PERMANENT regulatory signs that
they apply only for certain times of the day. Such signs are
not considered as "temporary" but are considered to
apply selectively (see paragraph 2.1.4.3 etc. and
Section 2.7). It is also necessary in certain instances to
display a regulatory message on a sign and then for some
time remove the message completely from the driver's
view. This type of simple variable message can be
achieved by using a split sign, part of which can be turned
so that the driver sees only the blank grey reverse
surface of the sign (see Chapter 9).Such signs should be
considered as TEMPORARY.

2

TEMPORARY regulatory signs may be used for short
periods of time (a matter of minutes), or for relatively
long periods of time running into months. The use of
TEMPORARY regulatory signs, often in conjunction
with other classes of temporary road traffic sign, indicates
that for some reason circumstances on the roadway are
not normal, or PERMANENT. Typical situations in which
TEMPORARY regulatory signs may be expected to be
used are:

3

The signs covered by this Chapter comprise a
systematic framework of regulatory signs which will
make expansion to cater for future needs a more
simple task (see Figure 2.1 and 2.2).

4

In order to assist the message transfer process, emphasis
has been placed on the development of symbols which
can communicate a visible, clear and comprehensible,
legally significant regulatory message to those to whom the
signs apply. This in turn should result in fair, and
simplified, enforcement procedures.

5

6

In exercising control over road users within the road
system, road authorities may need to regulate all road
users or selected groups or classes of road user. The
road authorities may also wish to regulate all or some
road users in one of several different ways. It is therefore important that the chosen regulatory sign clearly
indicates WHAT or WHO is regulated, and HOW it is
regulated.
It is a basic philosophy of the regulatory signing system
that whenever possible, signing should be POSITIVE,
e.g. a regulatory sign should not have its critical primary
message such as "STOP" or "NO ENTRY" modified so that
it becomes applicable only to a portion of the
approaching traffic.
In such a situation it is recommended that a sign be
used which indicates that entry is available ONLY to (some
class of vehicle or road user). This philosophy can also
be applied to other signs and will be incorporated into the
detail given in the descriptive sections on individual signs.

7

(a) at road, building or other construction sites;
(b) at accident sites;
(c) for temporary traffic control by police or traffic officers,
or by scholar patrols;
(d) for roadside traffic surveys.

In this Chapter, on the pages dealing with specific
regulatory signs each Subsection commences with a
statement of the functional significance of the sign in
terms of the relevant regulations. This statement will
normally include the significance of the sign as given by
the Road Traffic Regulations but may in some cases
amplify this. The significance given in the Road
Traffic Regulations shall be the applicable
significance in law.
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PERMANENT or TEMPORARY versions of the same
sign have the same legal significance. This
significance shall not be affected by the inadvertent
display of a PERMANENT regulatory sign when a
TEMPO- RARY regulatory sign is appropriate, or vice
versa.
3

Where conditions require greater visual impact or
emphasis regulatory signs may be displayed within a
HIGH VISIBILITY background (see Section 2.8).

4

In circumstances where varying conditions of topography,
weather, or traffic control needs occur, it may be
necessary to provide a VARIABLE MESSAGE regulatory
sign which is capable of displaying a number of different
temporary messages appropriate to the particular site.

2.1.3 Basic Classification of Regulatory
Signs
1

Regulatory signs have been classified into groups.
These are arranged into a framework to make the
allocation of new signs to the correct group more simple.
This framework takes into account the function of the
different regulatory sign groups and their applicability. The
framework uses a combination of shapes and colour
codes to identify the groups in the classification. Specific
colours are allocated to regulatory sign borders,
backgrounds and symbols in order to give a sign group a
particular significance.
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The terms regulate, control, restrict and reserve have
similar but subtly different meanings. For the purposes of
the classification of regulatory signs each is accorded
a different significance in order to clarify the stages of
the classification. In this context to REGULATE is
considered to mean to CONTROL, or to RESTRICT. A
restriction may be applied in the form of a LIMIT, such as
a speed limit, or it can be applied to an ACTION such as
a turning movement, or to an OBJECT such as a heavy
vehicle. A restriction may also be applied to a combination
of limits, actions or objects.

3

The APPLICABILITY of a regulation may be
MANDATORY in that drivers or other road users
SHALL, or SHALL NOT, take some action as indicated by
the sign. For example at a T-junction with a one-way
street all drivers SHALL turn in the one direction
indicated by a mandatory sign. A regulation may also be
APPLICABLE in a CONDITIONAL manner, in which
case a driver, or other road user, may choose to come
under the jurisdiction of the conditional sign or not. If,
for example, a driver approaches a one-way street on a
crossing road the driver may go straight on or turn into the
one-way street. If the driver chooses to enter the oneway street it SHALL only be in the direction indicated by
the conditional sign.

4

The basic classification of permanent and temporary
regulatory signs is summarised in Figure 2.1. This
classification is expanded further into a comprehensive
framework of sign applications in Figure 2.2 (see Section
2.0). This framework is described further in Sub - section
2.1.5.

object. Normally this means that limits are indicated by
numerals and/or letters, actions by an arrow and objects
by a symbol representing the object. The number of
symbols available for use on regulatory signs has been
significantly increased and, in general, those that have
existed for some time have been modernised and stylised
to improve legibility and recognition distances (see Figure
2.3).
3

It is a general rule that regulatory signs should only
display one symbol per sign. ln some instances in order to
achieve the desired significance in relation to an
application it may be necessary to display two symbol
messages at one time. This should normally be
provided by two signs mounted together (see paragraph
2.1.4.15). Such signs are termed SELECTIVE
RESTRICTION signs and may involve such message
combinations as the restriction of an action by a specific
object, rather than all objects (traffic), or the application of
a limit to a specific object, rather than all objects
(traffic). Table 2.1 gives the likely range of message
combinations which may be required. The first part of
each message combination is the PRIMARY message
and the relevant symbol shall appear in the uppermost
sign and in its standard sign shape. The SECONDARY
message and the relevant symbol shall appear in a
rectangular (secondary) sign below the primary sign.
Unless qualified by a secondary message varying
its applicability to certain times a regulatory sign
shall be applicable day and night, 24 hours every
day.

4

Symbols for use on primary message regulatory signs
are recorded in the Road Traffic Regulations and only
such symbols shall be used on primary message
regulatory signs (see Figure 2.3 and Sub - section
2.1.12).

5

The SHAPE of a regulatory sign is used to indicate the
applicability of the sign group. As depicted in Figure 2.1 the
general rule is that MANDATORY signs are CIRCULAR
and CONDITIONAL signs are RECTANGULAR. This
shape code does not apply to secondary messages
which form part of selective restriction signs.

2.1.4 Format of Regulatory Signs
1

2

Regulatory signs shall be easy to understand and to
enforce, and difficult to misinterpret. The classification
framework lends itself to clear distinction between the
various groups within the framework. The limit, action or
object which is the subject of the regulation is indicated
by the legend on the sign and its applicability is given by
the shape and colour of the sign groups.
In the majority of cases the legend used on regulatory
signs is a symbolic representation of the limit, action or

TABLE 2.1
Primary -

SELECTIVE RESTRICTION MESSAGE COMBINATIONS

TABLE 2.1

Secondary

Limit
Limit
(e.g. Mass limit for a limited time)
Limit
- Object
(e.g. Minimum speed limit for trucks)
Action - Limit
(e.g. No right turn at limited times)

NOTES:
(1) Secondary messages are provided by
EXCLUSIVE SECONDARY MESSAGE signs in
the (R)500 series (see Section 2.4)

(2) Signs in the (R)500 series are classified into
TIME LIMIT, ACTION, TEXT or SYMBOL
MESSAGE Sub-groups. Text messages may
refer to limits, actions or objects.

Action - Object
(e.g. No right turn by buses)
Object - Limit
(e.g. No pedestrians at limited times)

REGULATORY
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2.1.3

Regulatory signs which would have the most serious
consequences in safety terms, should they not be
noticed or obeyed, have been identified for many years as
deserving special
consideration regarding their
conspicuity and uniqueness. Such signs are the STOP
sign R1 and the NO ENTRY sign R3.These signs have a
common function in that they apply regulations
which exercise control over the right of way of
traffic. They have therefore been designated as
CONTROL signs and form a major sub-division of
regulatory signs. CONTROL signs may occur in the
MANDATORY or CONDITIONAL applicability categories.
The majority have exclusive shapes and because
of
their
importance
PERMANENT
and
TEMPORARY CONTROL signs retain the same
SHAPES and COLOURS. Signs may apply to all traffic
or to specific types of traffic. SELECTIVE CONTROL
signs should be used with caution because of the
possibly serious consequences of the misinterpretation of
such signs.

7

The influence of sign shape o n t h e regulatory
sign classification is summarised in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.

8

The COLOURS of a regulatory sign are used in addition
to the shape as a further indication of the applicability of
the type of sign and to indicate whether the sign is
permanent or temporary.

9

A MANDATORY regulation may take the form of a
COMMAND or a PROHIBITION. The function of a
mandatory command restriction sign is to indicate that the
limit or action displayed SHALL be complied with:
(a) by drivers of all objects (traffic), e.g. KEEP LEFT
sign R103;
(b) by drivers of a specific object displayed, e.g. BUSES
ONLY sign R121.
The function of a mandatory prohibition restriction sign is
to indicate that the limit or action displayed SHALL NOT
be exceeded or taken:
(a) by drivers of all objects (traffic), e.g. SPEED LIMIT
sign R201;
(b) by drivers of a specific object displayed, e.g. NO
MOTORCYCLES sign R222.
The difference between the different categories of
mandatory restriction signs is indicated by the sign
colours as given in Table 2.2 and in Figure 2.2.

10 In addition to this colour coding mandatory
prohibition restriction signs which refer to
ACTIONS or OBJECTS have a diagonal RED SLASH.

TABLE 2.2

This red slash is located to have the least effect in
obscuring the sign symbol and may slope from lower left
to upper right or lower right to upper left of a sign.
Mandatory prohibition restriction signs referring to
maximum permissible values or LIMITS, SHALL NOT
use a red slash.
11 A CONDITIONAL regulation may be a RESERVATION or
the COMPREHENSIVE application of several regulations.
The function of a conditional reservation restriction sign is to
indicate to road users that a roadway, a portion of roadway,
or some other road traffic facility such as a parking area, is
reserved in terms of some limit, action or object, or
combination of these. This category of sign is commonly
used to apply to only drivers of one class of vehicle.
However, since use of the roadway, portion of roadway, or
other road traffic facility such as a parking area, is
OPTIONAL, the reservation only becomes applicable to the
user when the facility is in use. In terms of the
reservation the driver of any other object ( all other
traffic or classes of vehicle) shall not use the area so
reserved. This can be summarised as - if the driver of
an object (displayed by symbol) wishes to use the
reserved area, ONLY the driver of such object
(displayed by symbol) MAY use it, and NO driver of
any OTHER class of object shall use i t . In the
case of conditional reservation parking signs if the driver
of an object wishes to park and parking places are
reserved for such object by an appropriate
reservation sign, the driver of the object SHALL use
the reserved places and no other, and NO driver of
any OTHER class of object shall use the reserved
places. The function of a conditional comprehensive
restriction sign is to indicate to road users that the use of a
roadway, a portion of roadway, or some other road traffic
facility, is subject to compliance with a number of road traffic
regulations. The difference between different categories of
conditional restriction signs is indicated by the sign colours
as given in Table 2.3 and Figure 2.2.
12 Reservation signs may apply to the drivers of moving
vehicles, parked vehicles, or, in the case of a range of
public transport vehicle types, to places where drivers of
such vehicles are permitted to stop. To indicate these
differences signs relating to reservations involving
moving vehicles include the letter "R" and those relating to
parking include the letter "P". The signs may also include
a symbol to indicate the class of vehicle to which the
RESERVATION or PARKING RESERVATION applies.
On the signs for drivers of moving vehicles the symbol is
located above the letter "R" whereas on the signs for
parked vehicles the symbol is located

MANDATORY SIGNS COLOUR CODE

TABLE 2.2

Control Group

Command Group

All

Permanent

Temporary

Permanent

Temporary

Border

White

White

Yellow/Black

Red

Red

Background

Red

Blue

Yellow

White

Yellow

Symbol

White

White

Black

Black

Black

Examples

STOP sign

MINIMUM SPEED sign
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below the letter "P". Public Transport STOP RESERVATION signs have a unique symbol and signface
layout.
13 As mentioned in paragraph 2.1.4.3 it may sometimes
be necessary to use SELECTIVE RESTRICTION
signs in order to indicate when a primary sign message
is only applied selectively to some limit, action or object.
The colour code applicable to the rectangular
secondary message signs is that of the primary
message sign which it qualifies. Both signs in the
selective restriction combination therefore have the
same border, back- ground and symbol colours.
SELECTIVE RESTRIC- TION RESERVATION signs
will commonly indicate the time(s) of applicability of the
signs as the secondary message (see Figure 2.4 and
Section 2.7).

2.1.5 Framework for Regulatory Signs
1

It is essential to the understanding of the regulatory
signing system and of its sub-division into groups,
and the applicability of these groups of signs, that
simple, easy to understand terms be used to
describe them.

2

Regulatory signs are therefore classified as follows:
(a) CONTROL group (R1 to R6).
These signs indicate the applicability of right of
way control regulations by mandatory command
prohibition restrictions, or by conditional reservation
restriction and conditional comprehensive restriction
signs.
(b) COMMAND group (R100 series).
These signs indicate the applicability of regulatory
restrictions by mandatory command other than
control regulations.
(c) PROHIBITION group (R200 series).
These signs indicate the applicability of regulatory
restrictions by mandatory prohibition other than
control regulations.
(d) RESERVATION group (R300 series).
These signs indicate the applicability of regulatory
restrictions by reservation on the basis of
conditional use, other than control regulations.
(e) COMPREHENSIVE group (R400 series).
These
signs
indicate the comprehensive
applicability of several regulatory restrictions on
the basis of conditional use, other than control
regulations.
(f) EXCLUSIVE
SECONDARY
MESSAGE
signs (R)500 series (Brackets are used to indicate
that these exclusive secondary message signs
shall not be displayed on their own.) These signs,
when dis- played with one of the primary signs
covered in paragraphs 2.1.5.2 (a) to (e), indicate
that the applicability of such primary signs is
modified by the secondary sign. The sign
combination is a SELECTIVE RESTRICTION sign
which is numbered in two parts e g. R201-565.
(g) DE-RESTRICTION signs (R600 series) are used
to indicate the termination of a previously imposed
regulation.

14 The colour of the reverse side of regulatory signs shall
be grey semi-matt or natural aluminium finish, with the
following exceptions:
(a) temporary portable signs (see Subsection 2.1.9);
(b) (b) STOP sign R1,the reverse side Of which shall
have a white semi-matt finish.
15 When legibility at high speed is not a basic requirement
of selective restriction signs two or three symbols may be
included within the sign face of a single sign. Examples
of such signs are:
(a) a mandatory command restriction sign indicating a
shared cycle-track/footpath;
(b) a wide range of conditional reservation restriction
signs relating to public transport vehicles.
(See also Section 2.8).
16 Several regulatory signs incorporate a time or times into
their message. These time limits are fundamental to the
functional operation of such signs in that they indicate the
period of validity of the regulation related to the sign. The
sign is in effect inoperative outside the times
indicated. Due to restricted space or legibility
requirements the time limit(s) is displayed as a
secondary sign below the primary sign. These signs
are selective restriction signs and the secondary, or
sometimes tertiary, message shall be indicated in the
same colour code as the primary message. A
secondary sign
of this type is not a
supplementary plate sign (see Figures 2.2 and
2.3).
17 It is recommended that selective restriction signs be
manufactured from one piece of material to avoid the
risk of misinterpretation should one part of a two or
more part sign fall off or be removed.
TABLE 2.3

The short name used to describe the group
as indicated above in capital letters is used for
the rest of this manual.
3

This classification framework is summarised in Figure 2.2.
The figure also illustrates the basic regulatory sign
SHAPE and COLOUR code. The various individual reguTABLE 2.3

CONDITIONAL SIGNS COLOUR CODE

Comprehensive Group

Control Group

Reservation Group

All

Permanent

Temporary

Permanent

Temporary

Border

White

White

Black

Red

Red

Background

Red

Blue

Yellow

Blue

Yellow

Symbol

White

White

Black

White

Black

Examples

ONE WAY
ROADWAY sign

BUS LANE
RESERVATION sign

REGULATORY
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2.1.5

latory signs are covered in detail in subsequent
sections. Examples of the various categories of sign are
illustrated in Figure 2.5. These examples have been
related to regulatory signing for the control of heavy
vehicles since this is an area of application in which
signs of the type illustrated are commonly called for.

regulatory signs to supplement the messages of the signs, by
giving:
(a) descriptive information by text or symbol :
e.g.- police, customs, toll;
- remote location
(Oiiviershoek Pass from the N3);
- tow-away zone, etc.
(b) a distance:
e.g. - a distance to the point of application of the
regulation;
- a distance for which the regulation applies
with the word "For''.

2.1.6 Retroreflectivity and Illumination
1

2

3

PERMANENT control, command, prohibition and
comprehensive regulatory signs shall have fully
retroreflective borders, backgrounds and symbols when
the significance of the sign applies during daytime and
night-time. Black areas used on PERMANENT regulatory
signs shall have a semi-matt finish. PERMANENT
prohibition and reservation signs are commonly qualified
by a time of day for which their applicability is valid. The
use of retroreflective materials for border and symbols
is recommended to cover the possible applicability of
such signs during dusk. If such signs have no night-time
significance semi-matt finishes may be specified.
All TEMPORARY regulatory signs shall be fully
retroreflective apart from black symbols or borders which
shall have a semi-matt finish. If certain urban
maintenance units are organised in such a manner that
they operate only in daylight hours the temporary
regulatory signs used or displayed by these units may
have a semi-matt finish.
External or internal illumination may be specified as an
alternative to the use of retroreflective materials.

2

The message/legend of a supplementary plate sign
used with a regulatory sign should be such that if it were to
be removed from the main sign the significance of the
main sign would remain unaltered.

3

Selective restriction sign secondary messages
are not supplementary plate signs. In certain cases
a supplementary plate may be added to a selective
restriction sign.

4

SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs IN11 may incorporate a
symbol or a text legend.

5

Whenever possible a supplementary plate sign should be
dimensioned to match the width of the regulatory sign
with which it is to be used.

6

Supplementary plate signs used with PERMANENT
regulatory signs shall have a white background, black
border
and black legend. Those used with
TEMPORARY regulatory signs shall have a yellow
background and black border and legend. The materials
used shall be as given in Section 2.1.6. By contrast it
should be noted that SELECTIVE RESTRICTION
secondary message regulatory signs ALWAYS have
the same colour code as the primary message
regulatory sign with which they are used (see
Figures 2.3 and 2.4 and Section 2.7).

7

The use of distance supplementary plate signs with
TEMPORARY regulatory signs is recommended to
indicate to drivers the extent of a temporary regulation,
particularly at roadworks sites e.g. "For 8 km".

8

The use of a distance supplementary plate sign with a
regulatory sign to indicate the distance to the point of
applicability of a regulatory sign e.g. "100 m" or "150
m", is not likely to be common. However, in certain
instances such information may be necessary to aid
smooth traffic flow and to reduce the risk of
unnecessary or hazardous manoeuvres.

2.1.7 Location
1

In general the lateral and vertical location of regulatory
signs shall comply with the provisions of Chapter 1.

2

Regulatory signs should be located as close as possible
to the point from which the relevant regulation is
applicable. In many cases it is necessary, for purposes
of fair and reasonable enforcement, that regulatory
signs be repeated at regular intervals. Details will be
given in the descriptive sections on individual signs.

3

4

Special care should be taken with the placing of NO
STOPPING and NO PARKING signs in urban areas to
adequately indicate to drivers the extent of "no stopping"
and "no parking" zones. Details will again be covered in
the descriptive sections on individual signs.
In order to successfully alert drivers to the existence of
regulations ahead, which may necessitate actions on
the part of drivers or even the re-planning of their
routes, it may be necessary to locate regulatory signs in
advance of the point of application the regulations.
This may be necessary in such circumstances as:
(a) a roadway height, width, vehicle length or mass
restriction ahead;
(b) restricted turn conditions ahead for all traffic or for a
specific class of vehicle.
In such cases the regulatory sign should be combined with
a supplementary distance plate (see Subsection
2.1.8 and Section 2.8).

2.1.8 Supplementary Plates
1

2.1.9 Portable Regulatory Signs
1

Portable regulatory signs are commonly used for
temporary traffic control. Such signs should, with the
exception of CONTROL group signs, be in TEMPORARY
sign colours.

2

The reverse side of a portable regulatory sign which is
used or displayed in such a manner that it may be a
source of danger to traffic travelling in the opposite
direction should be marked with 150 mm wide yellow
retroreflective horizontal stripes on a black semi-matt
background.

SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs IN11 (Chapter 5,
Subsection 5.2.6) may occasionally be used with

MAY 2012
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2.1.6
2.1.10

Size

2.1.11 Applications

1 Full dimensional details of all regulatory signs are given in
Volume 4 of the Manual. Standard sizes covered in
Volume 4 are:
(a) circular signs - diameter
150 mm (for parking meters only)
300 mm (for cycle tracks only)
450mm
600mm
900mm
1200 mm
1600 mm
(b) rectangular signs - H x W (ratio 4:3)

1

Various combinations of sign types which may include
regulatory signs are covered in Section 2.8.

2

Examples of specific applications of regulatory signs in
combination with other regulatory signs or other classes of
sign will be covered in Volume 2 of the Manual particularly in
Chapters 3, 7, 8, 11 and 13.

2.1.12 Other Regulatory Signs
1

When no specific symbol is available to cover a required
regulatory sign primary message the appropriate message
should be indicated within the sign in black semi-matt or
white retroreflective letters of the DIN 1451 letter style, of the
style and size permitted by the space avail- able, but not
less than 70 mm high. This provision does not apply to
secondary message signs used on selective restriction
signs or to BUS and MINIBUS STOP RESERVATION signs R325
and R326.

2

The need to manufacture any such sign shall be reported
immediately by the authority to:

300 x 225 mm
450

x 340 mm

600 x 450 mm
BOO x 600 mm
900 x 675 mm
1200 x 900 mm
1600 x1200 mm
2

Except when indicated otherwise the size of regulatory
signs should be as given in Table 2.4.

3

The dimensions in paragraph 2.1.10.1 (a) also apply to
STOP signs. YlELD signs are dimensioned in the same
manner as warning signs. The largest sizes given are
normally intended for use on overhead signs on a HIGH
VISIBILITY background.

4

The Secretary
Route Numbering and Road Traffic Signs Sub-Committee
c/o Department of Transport
Private Bag X193
Pretoria
0001
This will enable a co-ordinated approach to be adopted for
the design of an appropriate symbol for general use
wherever possible.

BUS and MINIBUS STOP RESERVATION signs R325
and R326 have unique sizes which are covered in
Section 2.6 and in Volume 4.

TABLE2.4

MINIMUM REGULATORY SIGN SIZES

TABLE2.4

Operating speed (km/h)
Stopping/
Parking

Circular sign
diameter

(mm)

Rectangular

sign-

x W (mm)

100 or more

70 to 90

60

1200

900

600

450

1200 X
900

900 X
675

600 X
450

450
340

Overhead
Signs

1600

X

(1)

1600 X
1200 (1)

NOTES:
(1) When used on
a HIGH VISIBILITY or
DIAGRAMMATIC overhead sign a regulatory sign
may be used with and without a distance or arrow.
If the regulatory sign is a permanent COMMAND sign
an additional contrasting semi-matt border shall be
placed outside the normal white border of such
signs. (See Volume 4, Chapter 2).
(2) If a temporary COMMAND sign is located overhead the
inset black border shall become the same width as the
normal white border on a permanent COMMAND
sign. (See Volume 4, Chapter 2).

REGULATORY

(3) Special reduced sizes are recommended for:
(a) cyclist and pedestrian control (300 mm diameter
and 300 x 225 mm);
(b) KEEP LEFT signs R103 on traffic bollards
(300 mm diameter);
(c) repeater signs on parking meters
(150 mm diameter);
(d) special application STOP signs R1.1 (See
Subsection 2.2.1 - 450 mm).
(4) See Table 2.6 for details of PAY TOLL sign R132
sizes.
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NOTES:
(1) Masses in tonnes are equivalent to the gross vehicle
mass (GVM) or the gross combination mass (GCM).
(2) “All heavy vehicles” over 10 tonnes includes buses over
10 tonnes.

Fig 2.5

MAY 2012

(3) “All goods vehicles” includes all trucks over 3 500 kg
(GVM/GCM) but excludes buses.
(4) “Goods vehicles exceeding 10 tonnes” includes all
goods vehicles over 10 tonnes but excludes buses.,

Framework Applied to Regulatory Signing for Heavy Vehicles
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NATIONAL VARIANTS
2.10.1

2.10.1

General
roadway. The following signs are additional national
Variants to cater for this situation:

1 Whilst the objective of the SADC Road Traffic Sign
System is to achieve the highest possible degree of
harmonization of the system throughout the region it is
likely that there will be a number of details which will
remain unique to individual member countries.
2

(a) YIELD AT TRAFFIC CIRCLE control regulatory
sign R2.2-Ang;
·
(b) YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC control regulatory
sign R6-Ang;
(c) TAXI command regulatory sign R118-Ang;
(d) ROUNDABOUT command regulatory sign R137Ang;
(e) NO U-TURN prohibition regulatory sign R213- Ang;
(f) NO OVERTAKING prohibition regulatory signs
R214-Ang and R215-Ang;
(g) NO TAXI prohibition regulatory sign R224-Ang;
(h) TAXI RESERVATION reservation regulatory signs
R309-Ang and R309-P-Ang;
(i) MINIBUS STOP "stop" reservation regulatory sign
R326-Ang;
(j) TAXI exclusive secondary message regulatory sign
(R)564-Ang.

For the purposes of identification any such signs are
considered as NATIONAL VARIANTS specific to one or
more of the SADC member countries. Variants can
occur in one of three ways, namely:
(a) as an ADDITIONAL variant using a modified or
different symbol for a sign function used in most
member countries; or
(b) as a UNIQUE variant where the sign is used in
only one country; or
(c) as an ADDITIONAL variant to accommodate. the
language of a SADC member country which does not
have English as an official language (at the time of
publishing such variations apply to the use of
Portuguese in Angola and Mozambique, although
every effort has been made to minimise this need by
the use of symbolic messages).

3

4

All signs are listed once in colour in the Contents
section and are provided with text describing their
meaning and function. Any additional National variants
involving a modified or different symbol will be
identified pictorially in the National Variants section.
Any National Variants which are unique to one country
will appear in the National Variants section complete
with appropriate text.
All signs are allocated numbers. An additional variant is
allocated a three letter suffix identifying the country to
which it belongs. In the case of a unique variant such a
sign will be allocated a unique number which includes the
appropriate National three letter suffix. If the sign
becomes more widely used the use of the suffix will be
discontinued. The letter codes allocated for each
member country are as follows:
(a) Angola
(b) Botswana
(c) Democratic Republic
of Congo
(d) Lesotho
(e) Malawi
(f) Mauritius
(g) Mozambique
(h) Namibia
(i) Seychelles
(j) South Africa
(k) Swaziland
(I) Tanzania
(m) Zambia
(n) Zimbabwe

5

DRC;
Les;
Mal:
Mau;
Moz;
Nam;
Sey;
RSA;
Swa;
Tan;
Zam;
Zim.

When National Variants occur they will be covered in
Subsections of this Section, bearing the name of the
country. All National Variants are identified in the
Contents by a black dot thus - e. The purpose in
identifying variants is to assist education on road traffic
signs within the region for travellers beyond National
borders, and to assist sign manufacturers.

2.10.2
1

Ang;
Bot;

Angola

The signs are illustrated in Figure 2.22 with references to
the relevant subsections where the applicable text can
be found.
2

The signs listed in paragraph 2.10.2.1 may be
manufactured by mirroring the standard symbols
specified for the signs for use in other SADC member
countries.

2.10.3
1

Angola and Mozambique

Since English is not an official language in Angola and
Mozambique National Variants are required of a number
of signs to cover the use of Portuguese equivalents to a
limited number of English words or abbreviations used on
the following signs:
(a) SIGA ("GO") temporary control regulatory signs
R1.5B-Ang and R1.5B-Moz;
(b) VEICULO ANORMAL (abnormal vehicle) command
regulatory signs R127-Ang and R127-Moz;
(c) AUTOCARROS
DE
TURISMO
(tour
bus)
command regulatory signs R129-Ang and R129-Moz;
(d) NAO A VEICULOS DE DIMENSOES ANORMAIS
(no abnormal vehicles) prohibition regulatory signs
R233-Ang and R233-Moz;
(e) NAO A AUTOCARROS DE TURISMO (no tour
buses) prohibition regulatory signs R235-Ang and
R235-Moz;
(f) VEJCULO ANORMAL (abnormal vehicle) reservation
regulatory signs R317-Ang, R317-P-Ang, R317-Moz,
and R317-P-Moz;
(g) AUTOCARROS DE TURISMO (tour bus) reservation
regulatory signs R319-Ang, R319-P-Ang,
R319-Moz, and R319-P-Moz;
(h) SEMANA (for "week" abbreviation of "weekdays")
and SABADO (for "Saturday") exclusive secondary
message signs (R)503-Ang, (R)503-Moz, (R)504Ang, (R)504-Moz, (R)505-Ang, and(R)505-Moz;
(i) ATE (for "up to ......") exclusive secondary message
signs (R) 533-Ang and (R)533-Moz;
(j) E SO ACESSO LOCAL (for "and Local Access Only")
exclusive secondary message signs (R)534-Ang and
(R)534-Moz;

Angola requires a number of National Variants to cater for
the fact that traffic travels on the right side of the
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2.10.2

R2.2-Ang

R6-Ang

R118-Ang

R137-Ang

Refer: page 2.2.8

Refer: page 2.2.12

Refer: page 2.3.10

Refer: page 2.3.17

R213-Ang

R214-Ang

R215-Ang

R224-Ang

Refer: page 2.4.9

Refer: page 2.4.10

Refer: page 2.4.10

Refer: page 2.4.17

R309-Ang/R309-P-Ang

R326-Ang

(R)564-Ang

Refer: page 2.5.9

Refer: page 2.5.14

Refer: page 2.7.8

Fig 2.22

Regulatory Sign National Variants - ANGOLA
(Mirror image signs or symbols)

(k) DURANTE (for "For ..... km") exclusive secondary
message signs (R) 535-Ang and (R)535-Moz;
(I) VEICULO ANORMAL (abnormal vehicle) exclusive
secondary message signs (R)572-Ang and (R)572Moz;

REGULATORY

(m) AUTOCARROS DE TURISMO (tour bus) exclusive
secondary message signs (R)574-Ang and
(R)574-Moz.
The signs are illustrated in Figure 2.23 with references
to the relevant subsections where the applicable text
can be found.
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Fig 2.23
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Regulatory Sign Language Variants –
Portuguese - ANGOLA and MOZAMBIQUE
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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NATIONAL VARIANTS

2.10.4
2.10.5
1

"Police" Signs - All Countries

Sections 2.5 and 2.7 show signs R322/R322-P and
(R)577 respectively with a generic "Police Vehicle"
reservation symbol. This sign may be. used in any
country in the SADC region. Alternatively individual

Fig 2.24

REGULATORY

countries may utilize a specific symbol representative of
the police in their country. Examples of such signs are
included in Figure 2.24 for the benefit of education on road
traffic signs and to assist manufacturers.

Individual National Variants of “P o l i c e ” Signs i n Reservation
and Exclusive Secondary Message Classes
SADC - RTSM - VOL 1
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2.2.1
STOP SIGN
R1

COLOURS:
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
Border:
Background:
Legend:

2.2.1

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective
DIN 1451 Style 'W'

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.2.1

Stop

1

The STOP regulatory sign R1 imposes a mandatory
requirement that the driver of a vehicle shall stop
such vehicle with its front end in line with such
sign, or, if STOP LINE marking RTM1 is used in
conjunction with such sign in the prescribed
manner, immediately behind such stop line, and
that such driver shall not proceed until it is safe to
do so. When a STOP sign R1 is displayed at a railway
crossing a RAILWAY CROSSING hazard marker
sign W403 or W404 shall be displayed below the R1
sign. If a stop line has been marked but for whatever
reason is, for the time being, not visible, then the driver
shall act as if there is no stop line. It is recommended that
the word STOP be marked on surfaced roadways
immediately before the stop line (see Chapter 7).

2

A number of derivatives of STOP sign R1, are
available. These are illustrated in Figure 2.6 and are
described below:

LINE marking RTM2.
(c) 3 WAY-STOP sign R1.3 shall be used if all-way
stop control is required on a three-leg road junction; a 3
WAY-STOP sign R1.3 shall have the same
mandatory requirements of a driver as STOP sign R1;
additional requirements are covered in paragraph
2.2.1.4;
(d) 4 WAY-STOP sign R1.4 shall be used if all-way
stop control is required on a four-leg road junction; a 4
WAY-STOP R1.4 sign shall have the same
mandatory requirements of a driver as STOP sign R1;
additional requirements are covered in paragraph
2.2.1.4;
(e) STOP and GO signs R1.5A and R1.5B may be
used for temporary traffic control at roadworks or
other temporary public facility maintenance sites;
display of sign R1.5A imposes:
(i) a mandatory requirement that the driver of a
vehicle shall stop such vehicle with its front
end in line with the stop sign, and-

(a) Sign R1.1 may be specified in urban areas where the
footpath is narrow and visibility of the standard stop
sign is restricted by other signs or by vegetation. The
variation consists of an additional STOP sign R1,
450 mm wide, displayed on the same support as
the main stop sign at a minimum height to the lower
edge of 750 mm above the roadway. STOP sign
R1.1 shall have the same mandatory requirements
of a driver as sign R1;
(b) STOP/YIELD sign R1.2 imposes:
(i) a mandatory requirement that the driver of a
vehicle wishing to proceed straight-on or to
the right at the junction ahead shall act as for
STOP sign R1;
(ii) a mandatory requirement that the driver of a
vehicle wishing to proceed to the left at the
junction ahead shall yield right of way to all
traffic, from the right (both vehicular and
pedestrian}, on the roadway which is joined
by the roadway on which the driver is
travelling where such traffic is so close as
to constitute a danger or potential danger.
The YIELD portion of sign R1.2, which includes
a left turn arrow, shall not be used without a
STOP sign R1, and shall not be used at a traffic
signal. When STOP/YIELD sign R1.2-RSA is used
the STOP LINE marking RTM1 shall be replaced on
the path of the left turn movement by a YIELD
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(ii) a mandatory requirement that the driver
shall not proceed until permitted to do so by
the display of the GO sign, and then with
caution.
Signs R1.5A and R1.5B shall be mounted back-toback so that the legend STOP is displayed on one
side and the legend GO on the other side. The signs
may be mounted on a pedestal or staff to permit
easy rotation. The colours of sign R1.5B have been
altered to black on yellow from the white on green of
the earlier sign to conform to the temporary sign
colour code and to impart a message of "caution"
consistent with the application of the sign.
(See paragraph 2.2.1.9 for details of stop signs used at
police or customs check points and at toll-booths and
paragraph 2.2.1.11 for guidelines and further details of
application.)
3

Signs R1, R1.3 and R1.4 are not recommended for
display when a YlELD sign R2 would control a road
junction safely and with less inconvenience to the public.
Display of an R1sign or any of its derivatives shall
be given careful attention.

4

When considering the use of all-way stop signs, R1.3 and
R1.4 the effects such signs may have on traffic must
be particularly carefully assessed. All-way stop signs
may be useful as a safety measure in some
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instances. Such control should ordinarily be used only
when the volume of traffic on the intersecting roads is
approximately equal. A traffic control signal is more
satisfactory for a road junction carrying a heavy volume of
traffic. In difficult cases it may become necessary to
evaluate each option within the framework of traffic
control alternatives on the basis of level of service,
capacity, economic factors, environmental impact and
collision history. Ultimately an engineering study may be
necessary. This should involve a detailed examination of a
wide range of factors, including:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)

6

In addition the installation of all-way stop control
is not recommended when one or more of the
following conditions exist:
(a) if the approach roads are divided carriageway
roads;
(b) if any approach road to the junction has more than
one lane for traffic;
(c) when the gradient of any approach road at the stop
line exceeds 8%;
(d) at skew or offset junctions;
(e) the junction is within 150 m of any other traffic
control device;
(f) where excessive traffic speeds are experienced and
are a problem;
(g) where adjacent property would suffer dis-benefit
due to increased vehicle noise and/or exhaust
emissions;
(h) if the traffic flow on one road (both approaches)
exceeds the total traffic flow on the other road (both
approaches) by more than 20% of the total traffic
through the junction.
7

Since vehicles on all approaches to a road junction
controlled by all-way stop signs are required to stop, the
informal "first in-first away" right of way rule has been
formalised to allow for departure from the stop line by all
vehicles in an orderly manner. It is therefore a mandatory
requirement that the driver of a vehicle approaching
a 3 WAY STOP sign R1.3 or a 4 WAY STOP sign R1.4
shall stop such vehicle in accordance with the
provisions of STOP sign R1, AND such driver shall
not proceed into the junction until every vehicle
which has stopped at any other STOP LINE marking
RTM1 at such junction first, and which would, in
the normal course of events, cross the path of the
driver's vehicle, has cleared the junction. This has
the effect that the vehicle may be made to proceed past
the STOP sign before such other vehicle(s) if the driver
is certain that the path of such other vehicle(s) shall not
cross or otherwise conflict with the path of the driver's
vehicle during the time the driver requires to clear the
path of such other vehicle(s). This will assist with the
legal process of apportioning blame in the event of an
accident within the junction.

8

Sign R1 may be displayed by a temporary scholar
patrol. Such signs should be 450 mm wide and should

There are potential environmental dis-benefits associated
with all-way stop control, such as:
(a) increased noise;
(b) increased exhaust emissions;
(c) increased speeds on blocks between controls.
A significant drawback to using accident statistics to
evaluate traffic control methods is the problem of get- ting
reliable local historical data and the problem of making
accurate predictions relating to future accident patterns.
The issue is complicated by the phenomenon of "accident
migration" which is difficult to detect, with- out very
extensive before-and-after studies, and even more
difficult to predict. This can be reflected in an apparent
reduction in accidents, as measured at a particular
site, which may or may not be related to a coincidental
increase in accidents at an adjacent site. Experience has
shown however that the installation of all-way stop control
can result in a significant reduction

REGULATORY

All-way stop control should not be applied at road
junctions when one or more of the following
conditions pertain to the junction:
(a) the road is a trunk road or major arterial road;
(b) the junction has more than four approach legs;
(c) the approach roads have a speed limit of 80 km/h or
more or that the 85-percentile speed of traffic
exceeds 85 km/h;
(d) the junction is on a public passenger transport
route;
(e) where pedestrian movements on an average day
exceed 200 persons in any one hour across any
single approach road;
(f) the junction lies on a route between junctions controlled by co-ordinated traffic signals.

sight distances;
drainage;
road widths;
channelisation and road markings;
road surface and edge condition;
parking;
approach gradients and road crossfall;
street lighting;
pedestrian movements;
advance signing.

It has been generally found that when all-way stop
control is introduced at heavily trafficked or multi-lane
road junctions, driver confusion may result and significant
delays occur, thereby reducing the level of service.
Frustration of driver's mobility on higher category roads
due to the use of all-way stops, may result in a
redistribution of traffic onto lower category roads. This in
turn may create new traffic, environmental and accident
problems remote from the routes and junction in
question. Investigations aimed at producing a numerical
warrant for all-way stop control have indicated that the
range of traffic flows for which control might be
warranted is so limited and the probability of these
conditions being truly representative of the optimum
performance range is so small, that a practical warrant
does not exist. If, however, a traffic signal volume
warrant indicates that traffic signals are justified then allway stop control may be installed as an interim
measure until signalisation can be implemented. This
would include the situation where there is no existing
electricity supply to the site. It should be noted that, in the
case of this type of control, the need for manual control
by traffic officer often still exists during peak periods.
Although it is quite feasible to undertake an
environmental impact assessment, the measurement and
prediction of this impact is demanding.
5

in the severity of accidents. The foregoing points are
summarised in the form of installation guidelines in
paragraph 2.2.1.11(c).
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2.2.3

STOP/YIELD

STOP SIGN

COLOURS:

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
Border:
Background:
Legend:

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective
DIN 1451 Style "A"

R1.2

R1.1

2.2.1
2.2.2

·.,

COLOURS:

3-WAY STOP

4-WAY STOP

R1.3

R1.4

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
Border:
Background:
Legend:

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective
DIN 1451 Style "A"

Border:
Background:
Legend:

Fig 2.6
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2.2.3

COLOURS:
TEMPORARY

COLOURS:
TEMPORARY
White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective
DIN 1451 Style “A”

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

Border:
Background:
Legend:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective
Black semi-matt
DIN 1451 Style “A”

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

2.2.4

Stop Sign Derivatives
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TABLE 2.5

MINIMUM STOPPING SIGHT DISTANCES
Effective Approach Speed (km/h)

70

60

95

70

125

80

150

85

165

Where vehicles are to stop for the requirements of
police officers, traffic officers, customs officials or at toll
plazas relevant SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs
IN11.577 indicating the POLICE symbol, CUSTOMS, or
TOLL may be displayed below the STOP sign R1. The
requirements of such signs shall be as for a STOP sign R1
without the SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11 except
that it shall be a mandatory requirement that the driver
shall not proceed until directed to do so by a police
officer, traffic officer, or customs or toll official. The
colours of such SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs
should conform to the permanent and temporary colour
code for information signs and a symbol, when used,
should conform to the colours appropriate to that
symbol (see Section 2.8 and Chapter 5).

10 Where advance visibility of a stop sign R1 or any of its
derivatives is inadequate and stop control may be
unexpected, the use of permanent or temporary TRAFFIC
CONTROL "STOP" AHEAD warning signs W302 or
TW302, as appropriate, is recommended in accordance
with the provisions of Subsection 3.4.2. The use of a
distance SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.3 with the
warning sign is also recommended. The distance
displayed should take into account the stopping distance
requirements of approaching vehicles and the likely
existence of traffic queues at the stop sign. Mini- mum
stopping sight distances are given in Table 2.5. An
allowance of an additional 40% distance should be
considered when the approaching road surface is
gravel.
When the stop signs are all-way stop signs R1.3 or
R1.4 and advance warning sign W302 or TW302 is
required it is recommended that the distance information
plate include the legend "4-WAY" or "3-WAY" as
appropriate. Temporary SCHOLAR PATROL AHEAD
warning sign TW305 shall be displayed in advance of an

REGULATORY

Minimum Sight Distance Required (m)

50

be manufactured from a light-weight material and in a
back-to-back or double sided manner, when used in
two-way streets, so that sign R1 is displayed in both
directions by each scholar operating a patrol. A scholar
patrol shall include a scholar operating R1 signs on
each side of the roadway. Temporary scholar patrol
signs do not qualify as all-way stop control signs
although both approaching streams of traffic will
commonly be stopped at the same time. A STOP
regulatory sign R1 displayed by a member of a scholar
patrol imposes a mandatory requirement that the driver
of a vehicle stop such vehicle in front of such sign
or immediately behind a YIELD LINE marking RTM2 in
conjunction with which the sign is used, and
remain stationary until the sign is no longer
displayed.
9

TABLE 2.5

R1 sign used at a temporary scholar patrol crossing and
temporary "STOP-GO" CONTROL AHEAD warning sign
TW343 shall be displayed in advance of an R1.5A and
R1.5B sign set used at a STOP and GO control when
these respective signs are in use (see Subsections 3.4.5
and 3.4.35 respectively).
11 Owing to the unique requirements that STOP sign R1, and
its derivatives, place on road users, applications of these
signs should be undertaken with care and attention to
detail. Guidelines for the use of the various R1 signs are
given in the following paragraphs:
(a) STOP sign R1 is recommended for use on the
minor approach leg(s) to a road junction when:
(i) the total traffic on the minor leg(s) differs from the
total traffic on the major leg(s) by more than
20%,AND
(ii) the shoulder sight distance to either side is
inadequate for safe installation of a YIELD
sign R2 (see Figure 2.7 and paragraph
2.2.1.12), AND
(iii) the shoulder sight distance to both sides is
adequate for safe crossing of the major roadway
by traffic which has stopped on the minor
roadway (see Figure 2.8 and paragraph 2.2.1.11
(c));
(b) STOP sign variant R1.1 is recommended for use
under the same conditions as the standard R1 sign
when, in addition:
(i) visibility of the R1 sign mounted at a standard
height is, or may become, limited due to
reduced side space, building canopies and/or
supports, vegetation etc.;
(c) STOP/YIELD sign R1.2 should only be considered to
vary the control of left turning traffic at road
junctions when:
(i) the shoulder sight distance to the right, available to left turning traffic, complies with the
provisions of Figure 2.7; AND
(ii) neither a YIELD sign R2 nor a STOP sign R1,
ONLY, would be adequate to control all traffic
movements safely.
(d) ALL-WAY STOP signs R1.3 and R1.4 may be
considered for use when :
(i) the operation of a traffic control signal is warranted, as an interim measure until the signal is
installed (the time period for such an installation
may be considerable due to the inability of the
road authority to meet the capital costs of signal
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installation, particularly if there is no electricity
available at a remote site.);
(ii) a traffic control signal is not warranted AND, on the
basis of a detailed engineering analysis, with
particular regard to shoulder sight distance from the
STOP LINE, it can be reasonably concluded
that the level of safety will be improved and the
accident potential reduced, AND all other feasible
measures to improve safety and reduce accidents
have been implemented (see paragraph 2.2.1.12).
Remote candidate sites for traffic control signals can
present special maintenance problems. Rather than
perpetuate a potentially dangerous and uneconomic
situation the use of an ALL-WAY STOP control may be
the only feasible solution available.
(e) STOP and GO signs R1.5A and R1.5B are
recommended for use at roadworks and other
temporary public facility maintenance sites when :
(i) traffic volumes are more than 200 vehicles per
hour, AND
(ii) single lane traffic is required, AND
(iii) drivers' visibility of the length of the site is
restricted, OR
(iv) to control construction traffic crossing the path of
general traffic within a work zone.
The use of signs R1.5A and R1.5B is not
recommended for traffic control at road junctions or
at sites which require traffic control during the hours of
darkness. In the latter case the use of temporary traffic
signals is recommended.
12 STOP sign R1 and ALL-WAY STOP signs R1.3 and
R1.4
have
been
used
within
residential
neighbourhoods to control the speed of traffic and limit the
effects of "rat-running". This may appear an economical
way of dealing with such problems due to low initial
costs BUT additional fuel used in stop-start conditions
is inefficient on a national scale and the widespread use
of STOP or ALL-WAY STOP control rather than other
forms of control results in higher noise and fume pollution
levels. New township developments and longer term
traffic control solutions aimed at "traffic calming" should
preferably make use of techniques which are more
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environmentally attractive. These include:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

YIELD signs;
small traffic circles or mini-circles;
partial or complete road closures;
landscaping;
speed humps.

13 With the exception of STOP and GO signs R1.5A and
R1.5B,and sign R1 used by a temporary scholar patrol,
STOP sign R1 and its derivatives should be displayed on
the left side of the roadway on which vehicles are
required to stop. R1 signs shall be located as close as
possible to the STOP LINE marking RTM1 when this is
provided. The preferred distance of the sign from the line
is 1,5 m in advance. If site conditions or junction
geometry prevent this, the signs may be located up to15
m, but not further, in advance of the line. If the
roadway is a one-way roadway, or junction
channelisation is provided signs R1, R1.1, R1.3 and R1.4
may be repeated on the right hand side of the roadway
or on a median island and shall be repeated on the right
side when the one-way, turning roadway or sliproad has
two or more traffic lanes. All signs shall be sited in such a
manner as not to reduce visibility of traffic on the
intersecting roadway (see Volume 2, Chapter 3, Section
3.1, Figure 3.1).
14 All CONTROL regulatory signs, whether used
permanently or temporarily, shall be displayed in the
PERMA- NENT colours only. With the exception of
STOP and GO sign R1.5A and R1.5B, and sign R1
used by a temporary scholar patrol or for other
temporary use such as a police road block, the colour of
the reverse side of stop signs shall be white.
15 Apart from signs used by scholar patrols which are
covered in paragraph 2.2.1.8, STOP sign R1 and its
various derivatives should be sized in accordance. with the
provisions of Table 2.4 for circular regulatory signs. The
YlELD portion of sign R1.2 should be sized as for warning
signs, as given in Table 3.1, and so that the side length
of the triangle is effectively one size larger than the
diameter of the STOP sign above it (see Volume 4,
Chapter 2).
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YIELD
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

COLOURS:

R2

PERMANENTAND TEMPORARY
Outer border:
Inner border:
Background:

2.2.5

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective

2.2.2 Yield
1

The YIELD regulatory sign R2 imposes a mandatory
requirement that the driver of a vehicle approaching
such a sign shall yield right-of-way to all:

5

Where advance visibility of a YI LD sign R2 is
inadequate, or a yield control may be unexpected, the
use of a TRAFFIC CONTROL "YIELD" AHEAD warning
sign W303 within the provisions of Subsection 3.4.3 is
recommended.
The
use
of
a
distance
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.3 with the warning
sign is also recommended. The distance displayed
should take into account the stopping distance
requirements of approaching vehicles. Yield control and
information arrow markings may also be used to
advantage in advance to indicate that yield control is
ahead.

6

YIELD sign R2 is recommended for use on the minor
approach leg(s) to a road junction when:

(a) traffic on the roadway which is joined by the
roadway on which he is travelling; or
(b) rail traffic on the railway line which is crossed
by the roadway on which he is travelling;
where such traffic is so close as to constitute a
danger or potential danger.
When a YIELD sign R2 is displayed at a railway crossing a
RAILWAY CROSSING hazard marker sign W403 or
W404 shall be displayed below the R2 sign. It is
recommended that a YIELD LINE marking RTM2 be
applied to permanent road surfaces and that a YIELD
CONTROL AHEAD marking WM5 be marked on surfaced
approach roadways for additional emphasis (see Chapter
7).
2

On a particular section of roadway which has been
accorded priority over entering side roads it is preferable that the control method applied to all of these side
roads be the same e.g. yield OR stop, not both forms of
control.

3

Sign R2 should not be displayed:
(a) against the major traffic flow at a junction, OR
(b) in conjunction with a traffic control signal (unless
controlling traffic using a left-turning roadway or
sliproad physically separated from through or
rightturning traffic by a raised traffic island), OR
(c) as an all-way yield condition (this requirement does
not include YIELD signs provided at traffic circles,
including mini-circles), OR
(d) at a junction where a STOP sign R1 is displayed on
other approaches.

(a) the total traffic on the minor leg(s) differs from the
total traffic on the major leg(s) by more than 20%,
AND
(b) the shoulder sight distance to both sides is
adequate for safe crossing of the major roadway (see
Figure 2.7), AND
(c) kerb or curve alignment permits left turning vehicles to
negotiate the junction safely at a speed of more than
20 km/h, OR
(d) a left turning roadway is provided at a channelised
junction without full acceleration lane facilities in the
major roadway.
7

Sign R2 should be displayed on the left side of the
roadway as near as possible to the point at which the
driver is required to stop when yielding right of way. The
preferred location of the sign is 1,5 m in advance of the
yield line when this is used. If site conditions or junction
geometry prevent this, the signs may be located up to15
m, but not further, in advance of the line. If the
roadway is a one-way roadway, or junction
channelisation is provided, sign R2 may be repeated on the
right side of the roadway or on a median island and shall
be repeated on the right side when the one-way, turning
roadway or sliproad, has two or more traffic lanes (see
Volume 2, Chapter 3).

8

The size of the sign should be as given in Table 3.1 for
warning signs. The sign shall be mounted with the apex of
the triangle lower-most (see Chapter 3,Section 3.1).

(See paragraph 2.2.2.7 and Figure 2.6).
4

The R2 sign variant YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS sign
R2.1 shall be used at mid-block pedestrian crossings.
The similar variant VIELD AT TRAFFIC CIRCLES sign
R2.2 may be used at traffic circles (see Subsections
2.2.3 and 2.2.4).

REGULATORY
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2.2.7

CONTROL

YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS
COLOURS:

R2.1

PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
YIELD segment
Outer border:
Inner border:
Background:

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
White retroreflective

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.2.6

PEDESTRIANS segment
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Red retroreflective

2.2.3

Yield to Pedestrians

1

The YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS regulatory sign R2.1
imposes a mandatory requirement that the driver of
a vehicle approaching such a sign shall yield
right- of-way to pedestrians crossing the public
road, or waiting to cross the public road.

2

Sign R2.1 shall be located between 3 m and 6 m in
advance of the road marking indicating a pedestrian
crossing. YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS signs R2.1 shall be
used at mid-block pedestrian crossings marked in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 7 and the
guidelines given in Volume 2.

3

The crossing point shall be marked with a BLOCK
PEDESTRIAN CROSSING marking TM4 which shall be
preceded on each approach by a YIELD LINE marking
RTM2. PEDESTRIAN CROSSING AHEAD LINE
marking RM11 shall be used on the approaches.

4

Sign R2.1 may also be located on turning roadways or
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sliproads, which are not subject to some other form of
control, to indicate the location of a pedestrian crossing
point and the requirement that drivers shall yield right- ofway to pedestrians in the prescribed manner.
5

YIELD TO PEDESTRIANS signs should be located on the
left side of the roadway. If a pedestrian refuge island is
placed in the centre of a pedestrian crossing an
additional sign may be placed on this island to the right of
approaching traffic. An R2.1 sign shall be repeated on the
right side when a one-way, turning roadway or sliproad
has two or more traffic lanes.

6

Sign R2.1 shall not be used in situations where visibility to
the crossing point is not of a high standard.

7

The "yield" portion of sign R2.1 should be sized as for
warning signs whilst the "pedestrian" symbol plate size is
based on the sizes of rectangular RESERVATION signs
(see Volume 4, Chapter 2).
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2.2.8

CONTROL

YIELD AT MINI CIRCLE
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R2.2

COLOURS:
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
Outer border:
Inner border:
Symbol:
Background:

2.2.7

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
Black semi-matt
White retroreflective

2.2.4 Yield at Mini Circle
1

2

The YIELD AT MINI CIRCLE regulatory sign R2.2
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
vehicles approaching a mini circle shall yield
right of way to any vehicle which will cross any
YIELD LINE marking RTM2 at such junction before
them, and which, in the normal course of events,
will cross the path of such drivers' vehicles, and
that the driver shall move in a clockwise
direction in such junction and attempt not to
encroach on the mini circle. YIELD LINE markings
RTM2 shall be applied to permanent road surfaces on
all approaches to a traffic circle when YIELD AT MINI
CIRCLE signs R2.2 are used. A YIELD CONTROL
AHEAD marking WM5 may be marked on surfaced
approach roadways for additional emphasis (see
Chapter 7).
The "rules of the road" prescribe the action required of
drivers entering a junction containing a traffic i s l a nd.
The use of YIELD AT MINI CIRCLE sign 2.2 and
ROUNDABOUT sign R137 (see Subsection 2.3.1)
must be carefully controlled. Sign R137 effectively
provides exactly the same measure of control as the
relevant "rules of the road" appropriate to traffic circles
at which no control sign has been erected. The use of
sign R2.2 is appropriate at mini circles, particularly
those which can be classified as mini-circles, where a
modified yield procedure, as described in paragraph
2.2.4.1 is recommended in order to obtain maximum
operational efficiency of such junctions. If traffic
volumes exceed 150 vehicles per hour on two or
more conflicting approaches during any hour of the day
at a small or mini circle in an essentially residential
area then the use of signs R2.2 is recommended.

REGULATORY

3

When advance visibility of a YIELD AT MINI CIRCLE
sign is inadequate, or the traffic circle may be
unexpected, the use of TRAFFIC CIRCLE warning sign
W201 within the provisions of Subsection 3.3.1 together
with the use of a distance SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE
sign IN11.3 is recommended. The distance displayed
should take into account the stopping distance
requirements of approaching vehicles.

4

Sign R2.2 should be displayed on the left side of the
road as near as possible to the point at which the driver
is required to stop when yielding right of way. The
preferred location is 1.5 m in advance of the yield line.
If the approach to the mini circle is provided with a
median island sign R2.2 may be repeated on the right
side of the approach roadway (see Volume 2, Chapter
3).

5

Details of road marking arrows for use within mini circles
are given in Subsection 7.2.19.

6

Traffic circles may be used as part of a particular style
of town planning road layout or they may be provided
for a more functional traffic control purpose. This
purpose may be to restrict the speed and flow of traffic
within a residential environment (traffic calming), or it
may be to efficiently handle significant flows of
conflicting traffic when gap acceptance is a viable
traffic control technique, as an alternative to a traffic
signal. The design of traffic circles to perform one of
these functions involves more than the simple
application of road signs and road markings and
i s o u t s i d e the scope of this Manual.
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2.2.9

CONTROL

NO ENTRY

COLOURS:
PERMANENTANDTEMPORARY
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Red retroreflective

R3

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.2.8

2.2.5

No Entry

1

The NO ENTRY regulatory sign R3 is to indicate to
the driver of a vehicle that the entry of all vehicular
traffic is prohibited.

2

Sign R3 should be displayed to prohibit "wrong way"
entry to a roadway when confusion may exist as to the
direction of travel in a roadway or at a road junction.
Sign R3 may be particularly relevant when one or more
ONE-WAY ROADWAY signs R4.1, R4.2 or R4.3 are not
adequate or appropriate, for whatever reason. Likely
locations are:

classes of vehicle. If a need exists to reserve access to
a portion of roadway or to some off-street facility used
by vehicular traffic, to a specific class of vehicle or for a
specific time of day, then an appropriate RESERVATION
sign should be used. (See paragraph 2.1.1.6 and
Section 2.5 and in particular Subsections 2.5.6 and
2.5.7.)
5

Care should be taken in siting R3 signs to avoid the
possibility of confusing drivers as to which roadway
they apply to. The sign should normally be displayed on
the left hand side, as near as possible to the beginning of
the roadway to which entry is prohibited. Where additional
emphasis is required, an additional sign should be
displayed on the right hand side of the roadway. In
some cases the signs may need to be sited a short
distance into the roadway junction to improve visibility
and it may often be desirable to orientate the sign to suit
the direction of approach of traffic by mounting the sign at
an angle to the edge of the road, kerb line or road reserve
boundary.

6

An R3 sign may be included in the sign face of a
map-type direction sign to indicate in advance that the
junction ahead is with a one-way roadway and that
movement is limited to only certain legs of the junction
(see Section 2.8).

7

NO ENTRY sign R3 should be sized in accordance with the
provisions of Table 2.4.

(a) freeway off-ramp junctions with cross roads;
(b) one-way exit only roadways from bus termini or car
parks;
(c) at junctions where one-way roadways become twoway roadways.
3

4

Consistent with the philosophy of giving a POSITIVE
message rather than a NEGATIVE message, wherever
possible, the POSITIVE regulatory ONE-WAY ROADWAY signs R4.1, R4.2 or R4.3 are preferred to the
NEGATIVE regulatory sign R3 at junctions of one way
roadways. However, in special situations where the
background environment to signs R4.1 or R4.2 or R4.3 is
busy and/or confusing, emphasis may be provided by
using both sign types (see Subsections 2.1.1 and
2.2.5 and Volume 2).
NO ENTRY signs R3 should not be qualified by making
them applicable only for a portion of the day, or to some
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2.2.10
ONE-WAY ROADWAY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

CONTROL
R4.1

R4.3

COLOURS:
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY

Border & arrow:
Background:

2.2.9

White retroreflective
Red retroreflective

R4.2

2.2.6

One-way Roadway

1

The ONE-WAY ROADWAY signs R4.1, R4.2 and R4.3
impose a mandatory requirement on drivers, that if
they intend to use the roadway concerned, then they
shall only proceed in such roadway in the
direction indicated by the arrow.

2

Signs R4.1 and R4.2 should be used at junctions with
one-way roadways to indicate that two-way travel is not
permitted. The additional use of NO ENTRY sign R3 at
such junctions should be reserved for special situations of
alignment or visibility where emphasis is required (see
Subsection 2.2.4 and Volume 2).

3

The signs should be carefully sited at the potential point of
wrong-way entry to a one-way road to avoid possible
confusion as to which leg of the road junction is
affected. In most situations the use of two signs, one on

REGULATORY

each side of the roadway, is recommended. It may be
necessary to site the signs a short distance into the oneway roadway and it may often be desirable to orientate
the signs to suit the direction of approaching traffic.
4

Sign R4.3 may be displayed in a one-way roadway
between junctions on the left and/or right side of the
roadway to indicate to traffic entering from minor junctions
such as property accesses that the roadway is one-way
in the direction indicated. This sign may also be
appropriate at the start of a one-way roadway to
indicate that conditions have changed from two-way to
one-way.

5

The signs should be sized in accordance with the
provisions of Table 2.4.
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2.2.11

CONTROL

PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY
For dimensions
ret. Vat 4
page

COLOURS:
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY Border
& symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Red retroreflective

2.2.7
1

2.2.10

Pedestrian Priority
2

In some cases traffic regulations will prohibit access to all
vehicles and/or motor vehicles at all times. In such cases
the use of sign R5 is not required, however,
depending on circumstances it may be necessary to
permit access to emergency or maintenance vehicles.
Such provision is best made by having movable or
demountable barriers, of an aesthetic design, with provision for access by such vehicles being covered by bylaw rather than signs.

shall be permitted in an area set aside as a
pedestrian precinct marked by such signs and the
vehicle contemplated in paragraphs (a), (b) and (c)
shall:

3

The design of pedestrian precincts which permit
vehicular access should ensure the points of entry or exit
of vehicles are clearly identifiable to pedestrians within the
precinct.

(i) yield right-of-way to all pedestrians who are
in, or who are crossing or about to cross their
path;
(ii) observe a maximum speed of 15 km/h unless
another speed limit is indicated by an
appropriate sign; and
(iii) if they are delivering or loading goods, shall
only do so in places marked for such
purpose in such area by a road traffic sign.

4

Where a relatively high frequency of vehicle access has
been deemed acceptable it may be necessary to
introduce signs to guide pedestrians (see Chapter 4,
and Volume 2, Chapter 14).

5

All other signs used to control the movements or actions
of vehicles permitted access to a pedestrian precinct
may be of minimum size and may be specially mounted to
blend harmoniously with the environmental treatment of
the area.

Sign R5 should be displayed at all possible vehicular
points of entry to a pedestrian precinct where full access control is not exercised. Sign R5 may be used in
conjunction with an appropriate RESERVATION sign if
access to the area is required to be given to a specific
class of vehicle such as those used by hotel residents or
post office officials.

6

The side length of the sign shall be 600 mm for standard
applications. Signs with a side length up to 900 mm may be
used if special circumstances require.

The PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY sign R5 is to indicate to
drivers of vehicles that only:
(a) a vehicle for the purpose of delivering or
loading goods;
(b) a
vehicle
used
in
connection
with
maintenance;
or
(c) an emergency vehicle,
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2.2.12

CONTROL

YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

COLOURS:
PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY
Border:
Symbol:

2.2.11

Background:

Red retroreflective
Red retroreflective
and black semi-matt
White retroreflective

2.2.8 Yield to Oncoming Traffic
1 The YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC sign R6
imposes a mandatory requirement that the driver of
a vehicle approaching such a sign shall yield
right- of-way to all oncoming traffic, at the point
where the sign is displayed, where oncoming
traffic is so close to the obstruction or constraint
in the road- way ahead that the driver will not be
able to pass such obstruction or constraint
without causing danger or potential danger to the
oncoming traffic, or require them to stop.
2

3

Sign R6 shall not be used at a road junction. Sign R6
shall only be used on a section of roadway between
junctions, where a part of the section is only wide
enough to accommodate traffic in one direction at a
time. It is recommended that sign R6 only be used
when approaching drivers can see the whole length of the
narrow roadway at night and by day.

4

Sign R6 may be repeated in advance of the yield point to
indicate that such a priority control exists up ahead. When
used in this manner the sign display shall include a
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.3 indicating the
distance to the yield point. This distance should be
sufficient for drivers to slow down and stop if necessary in
order to yield right-of-way.

5

A YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC sign R6 should be
positioned on the left side of the roadway sufficiently far
from the obstruction that a stopped vehicle will not
obstruct traffic travelling in the opposite direction. If
necessary to ensure this clearance a YIELD LINE
marking RTM2 may be marked in the appropriate
position.

6

Road users who are travelling in the opposite direction
should be provided with an ONCOMING TRAFFIC
SHALL YIELD diagrammatic sign GS155 or a RIGHT OF
WAY sign IN7. If the geometry of the obstruction may
make the traffic priority unclear, for example at a traffic
calming chicane or pinch point, a diagrammatic sign
showing the obstruction GS156 may be used in place of
signs GS155 or IN7.

7

YIELD TO ONCOMING TRAFFIC sign R6 is classified as
a CONTROL sign. In common with all signs in this
category of regulatory sign, if a temporary application of
sign R6 is called for, the permanent version only shall be
used.

8

Sign R6 should be sized as for circular regulatory signs
as indicated in Table 2.4

Typical situations where the use of sign R6 may be
appropriate are:
(a) at a narrow bridge suitable only for traffic in one
direction at a time, when it is considered necessary to
maintain priority in one direction rather than the other,
but where traffic volumes are such that sufficient
opportunities to proceed will still occur in the nonpriority direction;
(b) at chicanes and pinch points which form part of
traffic calming measures.
For examples of the application of sign R6 see Volume
2, Chapters 3 and 12.
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2.2.13

CONTROL

Fig 2.7
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Shoulder Sight Distance for Yield Condition
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2.2.14

Fig. 2.8
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Shoulder Sight Distance f or Stop Condition
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2.3.1

COMMAND

MINIMUM SPEED
COLOURS:

R101

PERMANENT
Border:
Background:
Numerals:

White retroreflective
Blue retroreflective
White retroreflective
"BMOD"

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.3.1

TEMPORARY
Inner border:
Background
& outer border:
Numerals:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective
Black semi-matt
"BMOD"

TR101

2.3.1 Minimum Speed
1

The MINIMUM SPEED regulatory sign R101 imposes a
mandatory requirement that drivers of vehicles on
a public road shall maintain or exceed the mini- mum
speed indicated in kilometres per hour by means of
a number on such sign. Minimum speeds shall only be
displayed in increments of 10 km/h.

7

Sign R101 should be displayed on the left side of the
roadway with the provision that a second sign may be
displayed on the right side of a one-way roadway. The
sign is recommended to be repeated at intervals not
exceeding 5 km on a freeway if not displayed at the start
of and at all entry points to the freeway.

2

Sign R101 should only be displayed where it is necessary
to control the presence of slow-moving vehicles so that
they do not impede the normal safe flow of traffic. The
maximum value of minimum speed which may be
displayed on a MINIMUM SPEED sign R101 shall be 80
km/h. When ordering signs it is recommended that the
sign be ordered stating the speed value after the
number e.g.. R101-50.

8

Temporary regulatory sign TR101 may be used under the
same circumstances as permanent MINIMUM SPEED
regulatory signs when temporary roadworks or other
conditions require.

9

A MINIMUM SPEED sign R101 may be incorporated into
the sign face of a guidance sign, either ground
mounted or overhead, to indicate that a route or lane is
subject to a minimum speed limit and that other route(s)
or lane(s) are not. The intention of such a display is to
limit the use of certain lanes to vehicles which can travel
above the indicated minimum to reduce the congestion
and delays caused by slow-moving vehicles to a
minimum. The use of sign R101 is preferred to the use
of such signs as NO OVERTAKING signs R214 and
R215, NO GOODS VEHICLES sign R229 or NO
GOODS VEHICLES EXCEEDING MASS sign R230,
since sign R101 still permits faster moving heavy
vehicles to overtake slow moving vehicles. Diagrammatic
guidance signs of this type may be appropriate during
restricted traffic conditions common during roadworks, or
on climbing lanes or lanes provided to permit overtaking
opportunities (see Subsection 2.8.4 and Chapter 4).

3

The sign may be displayed on the same post below a
DUAL CARRIAGEWAY FREEWAY BEGINS regulatory
sign R401 or a SINGLE CARRIAGEWAY BEGINS
regulatory sign R402 to indicate that until signed differently
traffic using the freeway ahead is regulated to travel at,
or in excess of the minimum speed indicated.

4

The sign may be displayed on the same post below a
SPEED LIMIT regulatory sign R201 to indicate a
change in a previously posted minimum speed limit, or the
introduction of a minimum speed limit on a public road
on which none had been previously posted.

5

When mounted with another sign the lower edge of sign
R101 should be at least 1,2 m above the level of the
adjacent roadway.

6

The sign should be sized to match the sign with which it is
displayed or in accordance with Table 2.4.The sign should
never be larger than a SPEED LIMIT sign R201 with which
it is displayed.
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10 Signs R101 or TR101 should not be displayed if there is
no intention of enforcing compliance with them.
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2.3.2

COMMAND

VEHICLES EXCEEDING MASS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

COLOURS:

R102

PERMANENT
Border:
Background:
Numerals:

2.3.2

White retroreflective
Blue retroreflective
White retroreflective "B
MOD" ("t" in
DIN 1451 Style B)

TEMPORARY
Inner border:
Background
& outer border:
Numerals:

TR102

Black semi-malt
Yellow retroreflective
Black semi-malt
"B MOD" ("t" in
DIN 1451 Style B)

2.3.2 Vehicles Exceeding Mass Only
1

2

The VEHICLES EXCEEDING MASSONLV regulatory
sign R102 imposes a mandatory requirement that the
use of a public road or portion of public road by
drivers of vehicles is restricted to vehicles of a mass
that exceeds that indicated in tonnes by means of a
number, only, and that the driver of such a vehicle
shall only use the public road or portion of public
road designated by the sign. The value indicated in
tonnes is the equivalent of the gross vehicle mass
(GVM) or gross combination mass (GCM) of the
vehicle in kilograms.
Sign R102 should be displayed where it is required to
direct all heavy vehicles, including buses, exceeding the
mass indicated, into an exclusive heavy vehicle
compulsory stop area, a weigh station or an inspection
area. If only goods vehicle drivers are required to act in
the manner required by sign R102 then GOODS

REGULATORY

VEHICLES ONLY sign R123 or GOODS VEHICLES
EXCEEDING MASS ONLY sign R124 should be used, as
is appropriate to the mass required to be regulated.
3

The sign should be displayed on the left-hand side of the
roadway. On dual carriageway roadways it is
recommended that the sign be mounted overhead to
indicate the lane into which vehicles exceeding the mass
shall move (see Subsection 2.8.4).

4

When ordering signs it is recommended that the mass
limit value be indicated after the sign number e.g. R10210 for a PERMANENT mass limit of 10 tonnes. The sign
should be sized in accordance with Table 2.4.

5

Temporary regulatory sign TR102 may be used under
similar circumstances to permanent VEHICLES EXCEEDING MASS ONLY regulatory signs.
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KEEP LEFT- KEEP RIGHT
COLOURS:

R104

R103

PERMANENT
Border & arrow:
Background:

White retroreflective
Blue retroreflective

2.3.3
2.3.4

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& arrow:
Background
& outer border:

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR104

TR103

2.3.3 Keep Left and Keep Right
1

The KEEP LEFT and KEEP RIGHT regulatory signs
R103 and R104 impose a mandatory requirement
that the driver of a vehicle shall pass only to the
left-hand side or the right-hand side, as indicated
by an arrow, of an obstacle in the roadway on which
the sign has been placed. Signs R103 and R104 may be
displayed as a SELECTIVE RESTRICTION sign in
conjunction with a secondary message indicating a
class of vehicle to which the mandatory requirement
applies (see Section 2.7).

2

Signs R103 and R104 must be displayed with
extreme care, so that the arrow shall point downwards at
an angle of approximately 45° towards the side on
which traffic must pass. If the arrow is incorrectly
aligned the meaning of the sign could be altered to that of
the PROCEED LEFT ONLY, PROCEED RIGHT ONLY
or PROCEED STRAIGHT ONLY signs R105, R106 and
R107.

3

The signs should normally be displayed with their lower
edge 750 mm above the surface of the roadway. The
height of display should, however, take into account the
vertical alignment of the roadway. If the sign is located
just beyond a crest curve it should be further elevated to
improve visibility. Sign R103 is commonly used to
indicate the beginning of a median island. In this case it
may be mounted lower in combination with a DANGER
PLATE hazard marker W402, on one post, to indicate
that traffic must pass the sign to the left. The sign does
not need to be repeated at subsequent openings in an
otherwise continuous median island unless special
conditions require the repetition of the message. Sign
R103 may, for instance, be displayed on the end of a
median island to the left of a NO ENTRY sign R3, when
there is a risk of traffic entering the opposing roadway.
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4

Signs R103 and R104 SHALL NOT be displayed side by
side on a channelising island which traffic may pass either
to the left or right of, even if by doing so traffic will reach
the same destination e.g. a pedestrian refuge in a one-way
roadway. Such a device should be signed using SHARP
CURVE CHEVRON hazard marker signs W406 and
W405 mounted side by side or by DANGER PLATE
hazard markers W401 and W402. (These combinations
should preferably be manufactured from one piece of
material).

5

A KEEP RIGHT sign R104 will normally be reserved for
use in special situations such as the start of a dedicated
and separate portion of roadway, on the left side of the
main roadway, such as a cycle lane or a bus lane. In this
case general traffic is directed to pass to the right of a
channelizing island whilst cyclists or buses may be
directed to the left.

6

Temporary regulatory signs TR103 and TR104 are
widely used at temporary roadworks sites to indicate
temporary obstructions in the roadway or temporary
changes in direction of the roadway which traffic is
required to negotiate. Signs TR103 and TR104 may be
used in conjunction with TEMPORARY BARRICADE
sign TW411 to demarcate roadway deviations. At the
start of such deviations or at the beginning of a tapered
reduction in roadway width it is recommended that two
TR103 or TR104 signs, as appropriate, be mounted on the
same pole, one above the other. The signs should also be
elevated as high as is practical to improve visibility of
this often critical point in a roadworks zone.

7

Signs R103 and R104 should be sized in accordance
with the provisions of Table 2.4.
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2.3.4

COMMAND

PROCEED LEFT ONLY - PROCEED RIGHT ONLY - PROCEED STRAIGHT ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

R105

R107

R106

Border & arrow:
Background:
TEMPORARY

2.3.5
2.3.6
2.3.7

Inner border
& arrow:
Background
& outer border:

TR105

2.3.4

White retroreflective
Blue retroreflective

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR107

TR106

Proceed Left Only, Proceed Right
Only and Proceed Straight Only

1

The PROCEED LEFT ONLY, PROCEED RIGHT ONLY
and PROCEED STRAIGHT ONLY regulatory signs
R105, R106 and R107 impose a mandatory
requirement that the driver of a vehicle shall
proceed only in the direction indicated by an arrow
on such sign.

2

Signs R105 and R106 should be displayed on the far
side of a one-way roadway facing traffic wishing to
enter the one-way roadway from the stem of a T-junction
or from an exit from a site generating significant
volumes of traffic.

3

Sign R107 should be displayed at the side of a roadway in
advance of a junction to indicate that traffic shall only
proceed straight on.

4

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

Temporary regulatory signs TR105, TR106 and TR107
may be used at temporary roadworks or at other tem-
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porary traffic control situations under the same
circumstances as permanent PROCEED LEFT ONLY,
PRO- CEED RIGHT ONLY or PROCEED STRAIGHT
ONLY signs. Signs TR105 and TR106 may commonly
be used at a roadworks site when a temporary road
closure is required and movement is only permitted to
move to the left OR right as the case may be. Sign
TR105 and TR106 SHALL NOT be mounted together if
traffic is permitted to move to the left AND right of the road
closure i.e. into a two-way cross road. In such a situation
a T-JUNCTION CHEVRON hazard marker sign W409
should be used.
5

Sign R105 and R106 or TR105 and TR106 should be
located so that traffic obeying the signs turns in front of the
signs. The signs should be sized in accordance with Table
2.4.
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TURN LEFT- TURN RIGHT
COLOURS:
Border & arrow:
Background:

R109

R108

PERMANENT
White retroreflective
Blue retroreflective

2.3.8
2.3.9

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& arrow:
Background
& outer border:

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR108

TR109

2.3.5 Turn Left and Turn Right
The TURN LEFT and TURN RIGHT regulatory signs
R108 and R109 impose a mandatory requirement
that the driver of a vehicle shall proceed only in the
direction indicated by the arrow on such sign, at
the junction ahead .If the sign applies only to certain
period(s) of the day or to a specific class of vehicle this
may be indicated by a secondary message below the
primary signs. The latter application will classify the
combined sign as a SELECTIVE RESTRICTION sign
(see Section 2.7).

4

2

Signs R108 and R109 should only be displayed in
advance, on an approach to a junction where traffic
from that approach may only enter one leg of the
junction as indicated by the sign.

6

3

If the mandatory requirement excludes one class of
vehicle the movement which that class of vehicle shall
undertake should be signed separately.

1

MAY 2012

5

Signs R108 and R109 may be used in combination with
ONE-WAY ROADWAY signs R4.1 or R4.2 to control
traffic movements at a junction. The signs should be
sized in accordance with Table 2.4.
The signs should be displayed on the left side of the
roadway at least 15 m in advance of the junction. If the
roadway is a one-way roadway a second sign may be
located on the right side of the roadway. Care shall be
taken to see that no property access lies between the sign
and the junction.
Temporary regulatory signs TR108 and TR109 may be
used under the same circumstances as permanent TURN
LEFT and TURN RIGHT regulatory signs when a
temporary detour is required in an urban area, particularly
within a business or central business district.
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2.3.6

COMMAND

PEDESTRIANS ONLY
COLOURS:
PERMANENT

R110

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

2.3.10

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR110

2.3.6
1

2

3

Pedestrians Only

The PEDESTRIANS ONLY regulatory sign R110
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for pedestrians only and imposes
a mandatory requirement that pedestrians shall only
use such public road or such portion of public
road. This has the effect that no other class of road
user shall use the public road or portion of public road
indicated by the sign (see Subsection 2.3.8).
Sign R110 should be displayed at the beginning of a
path, route or lane which has been specifically provided for
pedestrians only. It is, however, not required that the
normal sidewalk or footpath provided for pedestrian
movement in urban business districts or residential
areas be so signed unless there is a particular
problem of control which requires such a sign. It may
be necessary to repeat the sign at intervals along the
pedestrian path.
The sign should be located on the left side of the

REGULATORY

pedestrians only facility provided that, if a physical
separator exists between the path or route, and an
adjacent roadway it may be more effective to locate the
sign on the right side of the pedestrians only facility. A NO
PEDESTRIANS sign R218 should not be displayed on the
traffic side of a PEDESTRIANS ONLY sign R110.
4

Sign R110 should not be used as a pedestrian
direction sign in combination with an arrow. If there is
a need to guide pedestrians, specific rectangular
guidance signs should be provided.

5

Temporary regulatory signs PEDESTRIANS ONLY are
unlikely to be required. However, it is possible that at
complex urban roadworks sites or at building construction
in city centres the use of temporary PEDESTRIAN ONLY
signs TR110 may be appropriate.

6

Since sign R110 is relevant to all traffic the sign size
should be in accordance with Table 2.4.
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2.3.7
CYCLISTS ONLY

COMMAND
COLOURS:

R111

PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.3.11

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR111

2.3.7
1

2

Cyclists Only

The CYCLISTS ONLY regulatory sign R111 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for cyclists only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that cyclists shall only use such public
road or such portion of public road. This has the
effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the
sign. (See Subsection 2.3.8 for details of shared
cyclist/pedestrian facilities).
Sign R111 should be displayed at the beginning of a
path, route or lane which has been specifically provided for
cyclists only. It may be necessary to repeat the sign at
intervals along the cyclepath, route or lane where
crossing traffic, including pedestrians may need to be
advised of the presence of the cyclists only facility.

3

The sign should be located on the left side of the
cyclists only facility provided that if a physical separator
exists between the path or route, and an adjacent
roadway it may be more effective to locate the sign on the
right side of the cyclists only facility.

4

A NO CYCLISTS sign, R219, should not be displayed
on the traffic side of a CYCLISTS ONLY sign R111.

5

Temporary regulatory signs CYCLISTS ONLY are unlikely
to be required. However, a temporary version TR111
may be appropriate during complex urban work sites even
if permanent versions of the sign are not normally
required at the same location.

6

Since sign R111 is relevant to all traffic the sign size
should be in accordance with the provisions of Table

2.4.
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2.3.8

COMMAND

CYCLISTS AND PEDESTRIANS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

2.3.12
2.3.13
2.3.14
2.3.15

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

R112

R113

R114

R115

TR112

TR113

TR114

TR115

2.3.8 Cyclists and Pedestrians Only
1 The CYCLISTS and PEDESTRIANS ONLY
regulatory signs R112, R113, R114 and R115
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for cyclists and pedestrians only
and imposes a mandatory requirement that
cyclists and pedestrians shall only use such
public road or such portion of public road. This
has the effect that no other class of road user shall use
the public road or portion of public road indicated by
the sign. (See Subsections 2.3.6 and 2.3.7 for details of
signs for exclusive pedestrian and exclusive cyclist
facilities).
2

3

4

Signs R112 and R114 should be displayed to indicate that
the shared facility is an INTEGRATED one. Cyclists and
pedestrians utilise the same path which may or may not be
divided longitudinally by a broken white road marking. When
such a marking is used it is recommended that painted
symbols indicating which portion should be used by cyclists
and which by pedestrians should be marked on the
roadway surface in appropriate positions.
Signs R113 and R115 should be displayed to indicate
that the shared facility is a SEGREGATED one. Cyclists
and pedestrians utilise separate but parallel paths. The
division between paths may be a physical separator or a
single continuous white painted line. Painted symbols
depicting a cyclist and a pedestrian should be applied
to the surface of the roadway to indicate which
portions each should use.
The correctly handed versions of the CYCLISTS and
PEDESTRIANS ONLY signs should be used for integrated and
segregated facilities. The decision as to which sign is

REGULATORY

most appropriate is likely to be subjective based on local
conditions. If in doubt arrange signs so that pedestrians
are furthest from passing vehicular traffic. Signs R112 or
R113 will then be used in one direction and signs R114
or R115 in the opposite direction.
5

Signs R112, R113, R114 or R115 should be dis- played,
as appropriate, at the beginning of the shared path which
has been specifically provided for cyclists and
pedestrians only. It may be necessary to repeat the
appropriate sign at intervals along the path to indicate to
other crossing traffic that it is a cyclist and pedestrian
only facility.

6

The signs should be located on the left side of the path
provided that if a physical separator exists between the
path(s) and the adjacent roadway it may be more
effective to locate the sign on the right side of the path.

7

A NO CYCLISTS and PEDESTRIANS sign R220 should
not be displayed on the traffic side of a CY- CLISTS
and PEDESTRIANS ONLY sign R112, R113, R114 or
R115.

8

Should temporary regulatory signs CYCLISTS and
PEDESTRIANS ONLY be required they should be
numbered TR112, TR113, TR114 or TR115 as
appropriate.

9

Since signs R112, R113, R114 and R115 are relevant
to all traffic the sign size should be in accordance with
the provisions of Table 2.4. If signs are required
purely
to control the segregation of cyclists and
pedestrians the sign size may be reduced to 300 mm
diameter.
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2.3.9

COMMAND
2.3.9
1

2

Other Command Signs

Other COMMAND regulatory signs referring to specific
classes of vehicle indicate that the public road or
portion of public road is set aside for the class
of vehicle indicated on the sign only and impose a
mandatory requirement that the driver of the class
of vehicle indicated on the sign shall only use
such public road or such portion of public road.
This has the effect that no other class of road user shall
use the public road or portion of public road indicated by
the sign.

Signs R116to R131 should be used with care to ensure that
they do not become over-utilised or incorrectly utilised,
thereby reducing their effectiveness when really required.

7

Temporary versions of regulatory signs R116 to R131 are
unlikely to be required. If required these should be
numbered in the TR100 series from TR116 to TR131 and
should be manufactured with a black semi-matt symbol
and border on a yellow retroreflective back- ground.
Such signs have the significance that for a
temporary period due to roadworks or other
traffic deviation or detour, the class of vehicle
indicated may only use the roadway designated by
the sign, and that no other class of vehicle is
permitted to use the roadway so signed.

8

The size and positioning of signs R116 to R131 and
TR116 to TR131 should follow the general
requirements for regulatory signs as given in Table
2.4,Chapter 1 and Volume 2.

9

This Subsection includes details on three signs specific to
public transport vehicles, namely, MINIBUSES ONLY
sign R119, MIDI-BUSES ONLY sign R120 and BUSES
ONLY sign R121. The relevant feature used to classify
these vehicles for signing purposes is the number of
seats. Details of these classifications are given in
Chapter 10. Signing for the control of buses has occurred
for some time. However, control of mini- buses is as yet
not fully developed and midi-buses are a new addition to
the range of public transport vehicle types. Whilst the
signs provided conform to the general principles of the
sign group their application is likely to develop with time
(see also Volume 2).

The signs shown on the following pages cover the
following classes of vehicle:
R116
R117
R118
R119
R120
R121
R122
R123
R124
R125
R126
R127
R128
R129
R130
R131

MOTOR CYCLES ONLY
MOTOR CARS ONLY
TAXIS ONLY
MINIBUSES ONLY
MIDI-BUSES ONLY
BUSES ONLY
·
DELIVERY VEHICLES ONLY
GOODS VEHICLES ONLY
GOODS VEHICLES OVER INDICATED GVM
ONLY
C O N S T R U C T I O N VEHICLES ONLY
VEHICLES CONVEYING DANGEROUS
GOODS ONLY
ABNORMAL VEHICLES ONLY
RICKSHAWS ONLY
TOUR BUSES ONLY
AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES ONLY
ANIMAL DRAWN VEHICLES ONLY

3

Any of the above signs should be displayed at the
beginning of a roadway which has been specifically set
aside for the use of the class of vehicle indicated on the
sign, and vehicles of the class indicated shall not use
any other roadway, nor shall any other class of vehicle
use the roadway signed.

4

The use of signs R116 to R131 is likely to be rare.
However, as the provision of facilities segregated by
vehicle class become more appropriate to major transport
terminals and other complex commercial developments
the use of such signs will enable improved control and
direction of traffic by class of vehicle.

5

6

Command signs R116 to R131 may be incorporated
into the sign face of a guidance sign to indicate that use of
a route, or lane of a roadway is mandatory to the class
of vehicle displayed on the sign.

MAY 2012

10 Signs R122 to R127 refer to various classes of goods
vehicle. Signs R122, R125, R126 and R127 refer to
specific types of goods vehicle and apply to all such
vehicles over 3 500 kg gross vehicle mass or gross
combination mass. If it is required to link a specific
maximum permissible mass to these signs this may be
achieved by using a SELECTIVE RESTRICTION sign
(see Section 2.7).
11 Signs R123 and R124 are similar in their application. The
GOODS VEHICLES ONLY sign R 123 refers to all goods
vehicles (over 3 500 kg GVM/GCM), whereas the
GOODS VEHICLES OVER INDICATED GVM ONLY
sign R124 refers only to goods vehicles with a gross
vehicle mass or gross combination mass exceeding
the figure indicated on the goods vehicle symbol.
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2.3.10

COMMAND

MOTOR CYCLES ONLY

MOTOR CARS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R116

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R117

2.3.17

2.3.16

TR116

TR117

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

Inner border
& symbol:
Black semi-matt
Background
& outer border:
Yellow retroreflective

Inner border
& symbol:
Black semi-matt
Background
& outer border:
Yellow retroreflective

The MOTOR CYCLES ONLY regulatory sign R116
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for motor cyclists only and imposes
a mandatory requirement that motor cyclists shall
only use such public road or such portion of public
road. This has the effect that no other class of road user
shall use the public road or portion of public road indicated
by the sign.

The MOTOR CARS ONLY regulatory sign R117 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for motor cars only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of motor cars shall only use
such public road or such portion of public road. This
has the effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

TAXIS ONLY

MINIBUSES ONLY
R119

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R118

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.3.19

2.3.18

TR118

TR119

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Inner border
& symbol:
Black semi-matt
Background
& outer border:
Yellow retroreflective

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The TAXIS ONLY regulatory sign R118 indicates that the
public road or portion of public road is set aside for
taxis only and imposes a mandatory requirement that
drivers of taxis shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or
portion of public road indicated by the sign.

REGULATORY

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

The MINIBUSES ONLY regulatory sign R119 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for minibuses only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of minibuses shall only use
such public road or such portion of public road. This
has the effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.
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2.3.11

COMMAND
MIDI-BUSES ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

BUSES ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R120

2.3.20

R121

2.3.21

COLOURS:

COLOURS:

TR120

PERMANENT

TR121

PERMANENT

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The MIDI-BUSES ONLY regulatory sigh R120 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for midi-buses only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of midi-buses shall only
use such public road or such portion of public road.
This has the effect that no other class of road user shall use
the public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

The BUSES ONLY regulatory sign R121 indicates that the
public road or portion of public road is set aside for
buses only and imposes a mandatory requirement that
drivers of buses shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or portion
of public road indicated by the sign.

DELIVERY VEHICLES ONLY

GOODS VEHICLES ONLY

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R122

2.3.22

2.3.23

COLOURS:

TR122

PERMANENT

COLOURS:

TR123

PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
TEMPORARY

TEMPORARY

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The DELIVERY VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign R122
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for delivery vehicles only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
delivery vehicles shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or portion
of public road indicated by the sign.

MAY 2012

R123

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The GOODS VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign, R123,
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for goods vehicles only and imposes
a mandatory requirement that drivers of goods
vehicles shall only use such public road or such
portion of public road. This has the effect that no other
class of road user shall use the public road or portion of
public road indicated by the sign.
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GOODS VEHICLES OVER INDICATED
GVM ONLY

CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES ONLY

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R124

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R125

2.3.25

2.3.24

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

TR124

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
Numerals:
Black semi-matt
"B MOD" ("I" in
DIN 1451 Style "B")

TR125

PERMANENT

TEMPORARY
Inner border
&symbol:
Background
& outer border:
Numerals:

COLOURS:
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
TEMPORARY

Black semi-matt

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Yellow retroreflective
White retroreflective
"B MOD" ("t" in
DIN 1451 Style "B")

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The GOODS VEHICLES OVER INDICA:fED GVM ONLY
regulatory sign R124 indicates that the public road or
portion of public road is set aside for goods vehicles
over indicated GVM (or GCM) only and imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of goods vehicles over
indicated GVM (or GCM) shall only use such public
road or such portion of public road.This has the effect
that no other class of road user shall use the public road
or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

The CONSTRUCTION VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign
R125 indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for construction vehicles only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of construction vehicles shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or portion
of public road indicated by the sign.

VEHICLES CONVEYING DANGEROUS
GOODS ONLY

ABNORMAL VEHICLES ONLY

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R126

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R127

2.3.26

2.3.27

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

TR126

Border:
Symbol:
Background:

White retroreflective
White and orange
retroreflective
Blue retroreflective

TR127

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

TEMPORARY
Inner border:
Symbol:
Background
& outer border:

REGULATORY

TEMPORARY

Black semi-matt
Black semi-matt and
orange
retroreflective

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Yellow retroreflective

The VEHICLES CONVEYING DANGEROUS GOODS
ONLY regulatory sign R126 indicates that the public
road or portion of public road is set aside for vehicles
conveying dangerous goods only and imposes a
mandatory requirement that drivers of vehicles
conveying dangerous goods shall only use such
public road or such portion of public road. This has
the effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The ABNORMAL VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign R127
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for abnormal vehicles only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
abnormal vehicles shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or portion
of public road indicated by the sign.
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2.3.13

COMMAND

TOUR BUSES ONLY

RICKSHAWS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R128

R129

2.3.29

2.3.28

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
Legend:
White retroreflective
DIN 1451 Style'\'\''

TR128

TEMPORARY
Inner border &
symbol:
Background
& outer border:
Legend:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The RICKSHAWS ONLY regulatory sigh R128 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for rickshaws only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of rickshaws shall only use
such public road or such portion of public road. This
has the effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

Yellow retroreflective
Black semi-matt
DIN 1451 Style' "

ANIMAL-DRAWN VEHICLES ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R130

2.3.30

R131

2.3.31

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt

The TOUR BUSES ONLY regulatory sign R129 indicates
that the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for tour buses only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of tour buses shall only use
such public road or such portion of public road. This
has the effect that no other class of road user shall use the
public road or portion of public road indicated by the sign.

AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

TR129

COLOURS:
PERMANENT

TR130

Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective
TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The AGRICULTURAL VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign
R130 indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for agricultural vehicles only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
agricultural vehicles shall only use such public road
or such portion of public road. This has the effect that
no other class of road user shall use the public road or
portion of public road indicated by the sign.

MAY 2012

TR131

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

The ANIMAL-DRAWN VEHICLES ONLY regulatory sign
R131 indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for animal-drawn vehicles only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
animal-drawn vehicles shall only use such public road
or such portion of public road. This has the effect that
no other class of road user shall use the public road or
portion of public road indicated by the sign.
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PAY TOLL
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

R132

2.3.32

2.3.10
1

2

Pay Toll

The PAY TOLL regulatory sign R132·imposes a mandatory
requirement that drivers of vehicles shall only
proceed on a public road designated as a toll road if
they are able to pay the toll charge and that they
shall pay the toll charge at the toll plaza or plazas
concerned. The junction indicated on a guidance sign
by regulatory sign R132 is therefore the last junction before
a toll plaza at which a driver may leave the route on which he
is travelling if he does not wish to, or is unable to pay the
required toll (see Section 4.11).
Sign R132 shall be displayed on ground-mounted or
overhead direction signs to indicate to drivers that a
route ahead, reached either by travelling straight on or by
leaving the route on which they are travelling, is
subject to toll charges. Display of sign R132 indicates a
point of commitment to pay a toll charge, and is the last
point at which drivers may take action if they do not wish to
pay a toll charge. Sign R132 should be dis- played as a
stand-alone regulatory sign on the left side of the roadway
just beyond the actual point of commitment but in full view
of approaching drivers. Sign R132 should be repeated
on the right side of multi-lane
TABLE 2.6
Operating Speed (km/h)

one-way roadways at such points of commitment (see
Volume 2, Chapter 6).
3

Sign R132 shall be displayed at all points of payment at
toll plazas. Table 2.6 gives details of the sizes of PAY
TOLL signs.

4

It is recommended that sign R132 be displayed in
conjunction with a TRAFFIC CONTROL "STOP"
AHEAD warning sign W302 or a SPEED LIMIT regulatory
sign R201 in HIGH VISIBILITY backgrounds, as is deemed
appropriate, at distances of 800 m and 400 m from the toll
plaza. These distances should appear below the signs
on SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE signs IN11.3 (see
example in Section 2.8).

5

Subject to the position of the end of a "PAY TOLL"
section of toll route in relation to a toll plaza or a junction a
de-restriction version of sign R132 may be erected (see
Subsection 2.9.1 and Volume 2, Chapter 6). Due to the
infrastructure required to levy and collect toll charges
no provision is made for a temporary version of sign
R132.

"PAY TOLL" SIGN SIZES
Application

TABLE 2.6
Size (diameter) (mm)

80-120

Stack-type arrow

80-120

Stack-type sign

10d

100-120

Map-type arrow

10d

120

Overhead arrow(s)

10d

120

Overhead lane use control sign

1200 or1600

120

Stand alone

1200

8d

80 -120

High visibility background

900 or1600

60

At Toll Booth

900

On Toll Booth

150

Stationary
NOTES:

(1) Where "7d" is the letter height on the sign.
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2.3.15

COMMAND

SWITCH HEAD LAMPS ON
COLOURS:

R133

PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page
2.3.33

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR133

2.3.11

Switch Head Lamps On

1

The SWITCH HEAD LAMPS ON regulatory sign R133
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
vehicles on a public road shall switch on such
vehicle's head lamps to emit a dipped-beam.

2

Sign R133 should only be displayed
circumstances where it is necessary to
presence of a vehicle more evident to
vehicles on two-way roadways. The
recommended for use in advance of a
under conditions of adverse visibility.

3

in special
make the
on-coming
sign is
tunnel or

It is recommended that sign R133 be displayed in
combination with a TUNNEL warning sign W319,
mounted on the same pole above the warning sign.
The signs should be located in accordance with the
provisions of Subsection 3.4.15.
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4

Temporary regulatory sign TR133 may be used at
roadworks or other temporary conditions when visibility
of on-coming vehicles may be diminished due to dust,
smoke or poor weather conditions, or a combination of
these factors.

5

Signs R133 and TR133 may be followed at the
appropriate point by a de-restricted version of signs
R133 or TR133 (see Subsection 2.9.1 and Volume 2,
Chapter 3).

6

Signs R133 and TR133 should be sized in accordance
with Table 2.4.
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BUSES, MIDI-BUSES AND MINIBUSES ONLY
COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
pages

TEMPORARY

2.3.34
2.3.35
2.3.36

2.3.12
1

2

3

Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

Buses, Midi-buses and Minibuses
Only

The BUSES, MIDI-BUSES AND MINIBUSES ONLY
regulatory signs R134, R135 and R136 indicate that the
public road or portion of public road is set aside for
all classes of bus, midi-bus and minibus only and
imposes a mandatory requirement that drivers of
buses, midi-buses and minibuses shall only use
such a public road or such portion of public road.
This has the effect that no other classes of road user
shall use the public road or portion of public road.
The use of signs R134, R135 and R136, as with MINIBUSES ONLY sign R119, MIDI-BUSES ONLY sign
R120 and BUSES ONLY sign R121, is likely to be rare
(see Subsection 2.3.10). Signs R134, R135 or R136
should be displayed as appropriate at the beginning of a
roadway which has been specifically set aside for
shared use by passenger transport buses, midi-buses
and minibuses. When signs R134, R135 or R136 are
displayed buses, midi-buses and minibuses shall not
use any other roadway, nor shall any other class of
vehicle use the roadway identified by signs R134, R135 or
R136.
The shared use of passenger transport facilities, either
roadways or terminal or parking facilities, has
developed as an economical and practical operational
feature. These signs, displaying more than one symbol,
may be used to reduce the need for multiple signs (see
also signs R139 and R140).

REGULATORY

4

Signs R134, R135 and R136 should be located on the left
side of the public road or portion of public road to which
they apply. If the public road is a one-way roadway
dedicated to passenger transport vehicles the signs are
recommended on both the left and right sides of the
roadway.

5

Signing for public transport facilities can become complex
and there is a wide range of regulatory signs available,
including
signs
in
the
COMMAND
(R100),
PROHIBITION (R200), and RESERVATION (R300)
series. Designers are recommended to read Subsections
2.5.1 and 2.5.8 which include general material relevant
to the use of public transport signs and Volume 2, Chapter 8
which deals with the application of public transport
signing.

6

Temporary regulatory signs TR134, TR135 and TR136 are
unlikely to be required, however, if specified they shall be
manufactured in the black and yellow colours appropriate
to temporary command signs.

7

The size and location of signs R134 and R135 should
follow the general requirements as given in Chapter 1,
Table 2.4.Sign R136 with three symbols should always be
one size larger, application for application, than sign
R134.
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2.3.17

COMMAND

ROUNDABOUT
For dimensions ref. Vol. 4

R137

COLOURS:

page

PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

2.3.37

TEMPORARY
Inner border
& symbol:
Background
& outer border:

Black semi-matt
Yellow retroreflective

TR137

2.3.13
1

2

Roundabout

The ROUNDABOUT regulatory sign R137 imposes a
mandatory requirement that drivers entering a
roundabout shall turn to the left and shall travel
round the roundabout in a clockwise direction,
and it imposes a mandatory requirement that
drivers entering a roundabout shall yield right-ofway to traffic approaching from the right, within
the roundabout, where such traffic is so close as
to constitute a danger or potential danger. A
roundabout shall be considered to be a traffic circle with a large
internal island diameter (see paragraph 2.3.13.2).
Sign R137 shall only be used at roundabouts which
have a large enough internal roadway that a
vehicle can be fully contained within the circular
roadway between the entry roadway and the next
possible exit path f r o m t h e r o u n d a b o u t .
A typical minimum internal circle diameter for such a
requirement is in the range of 20 m to 25 m, based on a
typical 12 m bus or goods vehicle. A roundabout of this size or larger
may commonly be marked with more than one concentric internal
circulatory lane. The use of sign R137 shall only be warranted when,
for some reason, the rule of the road applicable to un-signed traffic
circles is considered to need reinforcement.

3

Sign R137 shall be positioned on the left side of the
roadway as near as possible to the point at which the
driver is required to stop when yielding right-of-way.
The preferred location of the sign is 1,5 m in advance of
the YIELD LINE marking RTM2, when this is used (see
also Figure 3.1 in Volume 2, Chapter 3).

4

When advance visibility of the entry point R137 sign, or of
the roundabout itself, is insufficient (see minimum
stopping sight distance values given in Table 2.5)
TRAFFIC CIRCLE advance warning sign W201 should be
provided in accordance with Subsection 3.3.1 and Figure
3.1. If the approaching roadway is a dual carriageway
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roadway sign W201 may be provided on both the left and
right sides of the roadway. In positioning sign(s) W201
account should be taken of the visibility of the junction
and likely traffic queue length. If sign(s) W201 are
positioned significantly further from the junction than
indicated in Figure 3.1 it is recommended that a
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.3 giving the
distance to the junction be included with sign W201.
5

The use of sign R137 and YIELD AT MINI CIRCLE
sign R2.2 must be carefully controlled. Sign R137
effectively provides exactly the same measure of control
as the relevant "rule of the road" appropriate to traffic
circles at which no control sign has been erected. The use
of sign R137 must, as indicated in paragraph
2.3.13.2, only be used when that rule is appropriate. At
smaller traffic circles, particularly those which can be
classified as mini-circles, the use of YIELD AT MINI
CIRCLE sign R2.2, which requires a different yield
procedure, is recommended in order to obtain maximum operational efficiency of such junctions (see Subsection 2.2.4 and Volume 2, Chapter 3).

6

When a roundabout traffic circle is so large as to
effectively consist of a number of T-junctions the use of a
combination of PROCEED LEFT ONLY sign R105 and
SHARP CURVE CHEVRON sign W408 at each entry
point is recommended. Such signs should be
positioned on the central island, located to best advantage
to be in line with approaching drivers (see Volume
2, Chapter 3).

7

The use of a temporary version of the ROUNDABOUT
sign is likely to be rare but if required such a sign should be
specified by the number TR137.

8

ROUNDABOUT signs R137 and TR137 shall be sized in
accordance with Table 2.4.
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TRAMS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R138

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

2.3.38

2.3.14
1

Trams Only

The TRAMS ONLY regulatory sign R138 indicates that
the public road or portion of public road is set
aside for trams only and imposes a mandatory
requirement that no other class of road user shall
use the public road or portion of public road.

2

Sign R138 has been included in the coverage of the
Manual to indicate to developers and designers the
manner in which signing for trams, or light rail vehicles,
may be provided. The development time for such a
form of transport is always likely to be significant but it is
hoped that the inclusion of a basic range of signs will
assist designers at the appropriate time. Relevant
RESERVATION signs are also included in Section 2.5.

3

The use of shared public roadways or portions of public
roadway by trams and other forms of public transport is
very possible. Two additional signs, BUSES AND
TRAMS ONLY, R139, and BUSES, TRAMS AND
MINIBUSES ONLY, R140, are also provided to cater

BUSES AND TRAMS ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

for such possible shared operation. These are detailed
below.
4

The use of signs R138, R139 and R140 should be in
accordance with similar command signs such as R119
and R121. They should be displayed at the beginning of a
roadway set aside for the relevant passenger transport
vehicle types. When one of the signs is dis- played
vehicles of the relevant class or classes shown on the
signs shall not use any other roadway, nor shall any other
class of vehicle use the roadway identified by the sign.
Designers are recommended to read Sub- section 2.5.1
which includes general material relevant to the use of
public transport signs and Volume 2, Chapter 8 which
deals with the application of public transport signing.

5

Due to the inclusion of three symbols sign R140 has a
special range of larger than standard sizes. For details
refer to Volume 4.

BUSES, TRAMS AND MINIBUSES ONLY
For dimensions
ref. Vol. 4
page

R139

2.3.39

R140

2.3.40

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border & symbol: White retroreflective
Background:
Blue retroreflective

The BUSES AND TRAMS ONLY regulatory sign, R139,
indicates that the public road or portion of public
road is set aside for the use of buses and trams
only and imposes a mandatory requirement that
drivers of buses shall only use such public road or
such portion of public road. This has the effect that no
other class of road user shall use the public road or portion of
public road indicated by the sign.

REGULATORY

The BUSES TRAMS AND MINIBUSES ONLY regulatory
sign, R140, indicates that the public road or portion of
public road is set aside for the use of buses, trams and
minibuses only and imposes a mandatory requirement
that drivers of buses shall only use such public road
or such portion of public road. This has the effect that
no other class of road user shall use the public road or
portion of public road indicated by the sign.
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2.4.1

PROHIBITION

SPEED LIMIT
COLOURS:
PERMANENT

R201-100

For dimensions
ref. Vol4
pages

R201-60

Border:
Red retroreflective
Legend & symbol: Black semi-matt
"BMOD"
Background:
White retroreflective
TEMPORARY

2.4.1
2.4.2

Border:
Red retroreflective
Legend & symbol: Black semi-matt
"BMOD" Background:
Yellow retroreflective

TR201-100

2.4.1
1

2

Speed Limit

The SPEED LIMIT regulatory sign R201 imposes a
mandatory requirement that drivers of vehicles
on a public road shall not exceed the speed limit
indicated in kilometres per hour, by means of a
number on such sign, beyond such sign. Speed
limits should preferably be displayed only in increments of
10 km/h. Sign R201 may be displayed as a SELECTIVE
RESTRICTION sign in conjunction with a secondary
message indicating a class of vehicle to which the
mandatory requirement applies (See Section 2.7).
Sign R201 may be displayed to indicate the general
speed limit, if doubt may exist in the minds of drivers as
to the class of road. Due to occasional variations in
statutory general speed limit, and to the difficulty which
drivers may have in identifying a class of road, it is
recommended that all changes in speed limit be indicated using a SPEED LIMIT sign R201. This applies to an
increase or decrease in speed limit. When ordering signs
it is recommended that the speed limit value be indicated
after the sign number e.g. R201 - 100.

3

Since R201 sign automatically cancels a different speed
limit applicable to a roadway immediately prior to the
sign, R201 signs should not be preceded or
accompanied by a speed de-restriction sign. In terms
of the above, the use of speed de-restriction signs is
not recommended.

4

When it is required to reduce a speed limit, particularly
from the statutory maximum speed limit, this should
normally be achieved in increments of 20 km/h e.g. 120
km/h to 100 km/h to 80 km/h to 60 km/h. The minimum
distance between such signs should be 150 m. A
distance of 200 m or more is preferred.

5

TR201-60

The value of the speed limit indicated on a roadway
must be a realistic safe speed taking into account the
roadway alignment, surface condition, traffic volumes
and proximity of roadside obstacles including road
workmen. In assessing a reduced speed limit authorities
should consider the drivers' perception of the roadway
conditions. If the reasons for the reduction in speed limit
are not obvious consideration should be given to
supplementing the speed limit sign with an appropriate
message such as a warning sign, or a TOWN or CITY
NAME sign GL3. The latter combination need not
automatically be located at the town boundary
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if the area is not subdivided into erven.
6

Sign R201 should be displayed on the left-hand side of
the roadway at a point where the speed limit is to
commence. It is recommended that a second sign be
provided on the right-hand side of one-way roadways,
including carriageways of a dual carriageway roadway,
which are demarcated into two or more lanes.

7

Sign R201 may be displayed on the same post as a
MINIMUM SPEED regulatory sign R101 with sign R201
above sign R101.

8

It is recommended that a sign R201 be located
approximately 450 m beyond the end of a freeway onramp taper when significant volumes of entering traffic
occur and particularly beyond the junction of two
freeway systems. When roads with different speed limits
intersect it is recommended that appropriate SPEED
LIMIT signs R201 be placed 60 m to 200 m beyond the
junction on each exit roadway.

9

Temporary sign TR201 may be used under the same
circumstances as permanent SPEED LIMIT signs. A
permanent SPEED LIMIT sign R201 indicating the
appropriate general speed limit should be displayed at
the end of a roadworks site in which the speed limit has
been reduced.

10 SPEED LIMIT signs R201 or TR201 may be incorporated
into a guidance sign or a HIGH VISIBILITY back-ground to
indicate that a route, or lane of a roadway, is subject to a
speed limit which is different to other adjacent route(s) or
lane(s) (see Section 2.8).
11 It is not generally recommended that signs indicating
reduced speed limits be displayed for short sections of
roadway. If a local condition requires reduced speed the
use of a supplementary information plate giving an
advisory speed, combined with an appropriate warning
sign, is recommended. However, in roadworks
situations where localised conditions relating to safety,
particularly of workers, is a primary consideration,
reduced localised speed limits may be applied in
conjunction with an appropriate warning sign.
12 Signs R201 and TR201 should be sized in accordance
with Table 2.4.
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2.4.2

PROHIBITION

MASS LIMIT
For dimensions
Ref. Vol 4
pages

COLOURS:
PERMANENT
Border:
Legend:

2.4.3
2.4.4

Background:
TEMPORARY
Border:
Legend
Background:

Red retroreflective
Black semi-matt
"BMOD" and
T: DIN “B”
White retroreflective
Red retroreflective
Black semi-matt
"BMOD" and
T: DIN “B”
Yellow retroreflective

2.4.2 Mass Limi t
1

2

The MASS LIMIT regulatory sign R202 imposes a
mandatory requirement that drivers of vehicles
with a mass in excess of the mass indicated in
tonnes, by means of a number on the sign, shall
not proceed beyond such sign on a public road.
The value indicated in tonnes is the gross vehicle
mass (GVM) or gross combination mass (GCM) of
the vehicle (see paragraph 2.4.2.6). Sign R202 may be
displayed as a SELECTIVE RESTRICTION sign in
conjunction with a secondary message indicating a
class of vehicle to which the mandatory requirement
applies (see Section 2.7). If all goods vehicles are
prohibited NO GOODS VEHICLES sign R229 should be
used. If it is required to prohibit only goods vehicles
exceeding a certain GVM a NO GOODS VEHICLES
OVER INDICATED GVM sign R230 should be used.
Sign R202 should be displayed to indicate the point on a
roadway from where the mass prohibition is to apply. The
sign should only be displayed just beyond a point on the
roadway where a vehicle exceeding the mass limit
indicated may leave the roadway onto an alternative
route. When ordering signs it is recommended that the
mass limit value be indicated after the sign number e.g.
R202- 12 for a PERMANENT mass limit of 12 tonnes.

3

The sign should be displayed on the left-hand side of the
roadway. On dual-carriageway roadways the sign shall
be repeated on the right-hand side of the carriageway. A
second sign shall also be used on the right-hand side of a
one-way roadway which is demarcated into two or more
lanes.

4

Sign R202 may be used in conjunction with a range of
COMMAND signs or SELECTIVE RESTRICTION
COMMAND signs to control access by all heavy vehicles

REGULATORY

(including buses) to compulsory stops, weigh stations or
vehicle inspection areas.
5

Temporary regulatory sign TR202 may be used under the
same circumstances as permanent MASS LIMIT
regulatory signs when temporary roadworks or other
conditions require.

6

A MASS LIMIT sign R202 may be incorporated into the sign
face of a guidance sign or a HIGH VISIBILITY
background to indicate that a route, or lane of a roadway, is subject to a vehicle mass limit which is different to
other adjacent route(s) or lane(s) (see Section 2.8). When
used on a direction sign the overall sign face should
include a distance message indicating the distance to the
point of prohibition, or a distance message indicating the
distance for which the prohibition applies, or an arrow to
indicate the lane to which the prohibition applies.

7

It may occasionally be necessary to indicate to drivers
that a maximum permissible vehicle mass restriction
exists some considerable distance away. In this case
signs R202 or TR202 may be combined with a
SUPPLEMENTARY PLATE sign IN11.4 which should
preferably include the name of the geographical location of
the restriction and the distance to it, e.g. "At
Oliviershoek Pass in 85 km". When displayed in this
manner signs R202 or TR202 shall not apply to the
point of roadway at which they are located. Such signs
should be displayed in advance of an optional route
selection point ( j unction or ramp terminal), or where
suitable turning facilities exist (see Section 2.8).

8

Signs R202 and TR202 should be sized in accordance
with Table 2.4.
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